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Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO - JKA for
Karate, 70 x 30 x 25 cm, black

New articles

Sports Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO,
model JKA for Karate, large capacity: 70 x
30 x 25 cm, black. It bears the embroidery
of the logo of the Nihon Karate Kyokai Japan Karate Association (JKA). In
addition to the large main compartment, it
has several additional compartments for
shin guards, gloves, clean clothes, water
bottles and documents. Ideal for training,
travel, courses and championships.

49,50 €
Ref.: 002266000

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
TOKAIDO, WKF Approved, red. Sizes
XS S M L XL
Shin- and foot protector, combined,
TOKAIDO, approved by WKF (World
Karate Federation). WKF Approved. Red
or blue. All sizes available.

33,80 €
Ref.: 000945000

Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO
Karate, 70 x 30 x 25 cm, black

for

Sports Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO for
Karate, large capacity: 70 x 30 x 25 cm,
black. It bears the embroidery of the
Tokaido brand logo. In addition to the
large main compartment, it has several
additional compartments for shin guards,
gloves, clean clothes, water bottles and
documents. Ideal for training, travel,
courses and championships.

49,50 €
Ref.: 002267000

KAMIKAZE KARATEGI logo factoryembroidery in BLUE color on both
shoulders

KAMIKAZE KARATEGI logo factoryembroidery in RED color on both
shoulders

KAMIKAZE KARATEGI brand logo
embroidery in RED color on both
shoulders This embroidery is available on
all amikaze WKF Approved karategis for
Kata and for Kumite. Please, first of all
choose the uniform model. When you will
click on the shopping cart, you will be able
to select this embroidery. The use of
"WKF Approved" karategis... (+ info)

KAMIKAZE KARATEGI brand logo
embroidery in RED color on both
shoulders This embroidery is available on
all amikaze WKF Approved karategis for
Kata and for Kumite. Please, first of all
choose the uniform model. When you will
click on the shopping cart, you will be able
to select this embroidery. The use of
"WKF Approved" karategis... (+ info)

12,36 €

12,36 €

Ref.: 002265000

Ref.: 002264000

BOKKEN / BOKUTO Daito, Hokkaido
oak with tsuba, imported from Japan
101,5 cm / 40 inch

KAMIKAZE EXPRESS embroidery in
RED color on both shoulders

BOKKEN / BOKUTO Daito, Hokkaido oak
with tsuba, imported from Japan. 101,5
cm (40 inch). Approx. 500g Grown and
made in Hokkaido, Japan. The wood used
to produce these wooden weapons is
planted, cultivated, and processed
completely in Hokkaido, Japan. Perfectly
suited for bokuto in terms of hardness,
weight, and durability. Japanese oak is
the best material for... (+ info)

KAMIKAZE KARATEGI brand logo
embroidery in RED color on both
shoulders This embroidery is available on
all amikaze WKF Approved karategis for
Kata and for Kumite. Please, first of all
choose the uniform model. When you will
click on the shopping cart, you will be able
to select this embroidery. The use of
"WKF
Approved"
karategis
with
embroidered brands on the... (+ info)

20,25 € 24,75 €
40,45 €

Ref.: 002261000

Ref.: 002263000

www.kamikaze.com
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Karategi
KamikazeECONOMIC/KODOMO Sizes 000/110
00/120 0/130 1/140
ECONOMIC/KODOMO: Light Weight Gi
(100% cotton). Perfect for children and
beginners. Sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 (white JKA-label) trousers with
elastic waist. Other sizes (green JKAlabel) with string. *NOTA: For orders +25
karategis optional FREE personalized
embroidery with the... (+ info)

Karategi

29,67 €
Ref.: 000001000

Karategi
ECONOMIC/KODOMO
3/160 4/170

KamikazeSizes 2/150

KamikazeSizes 5/180

ECONOMIC/KODOMO: Light Weight Gi
(100% cotton). Perfect for children and
beginners. Sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 (white JKA-label) trousers with
elastic waist. Other sizes (green JKAlabel) with string. *NOTA: For orders +25
karategis optional FREE personalized
embroidery with the... (+ info)

ECONOMIC/KODOMO: Light Weight Gi
(100% cotton). Perfect for children and
beginners. Sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 (white JKA-label) trousers with
elastic waist. Other sizes (green JKAlabel) with string. *NOTA: For orders +25
karategis optional FREE personalized
embroidery with the... (+ info)

39,96 €

44,75 €

Ref.: 000004000

Ref.: 000007000

Karategi Kamikaze-SPECIAL/JUNIOR
Sizes 2/150 3/160 4/170

Karategi Kamikaze-SPECIAL/JUNIOR
Sizes 5/180 6/190 7/200

SPECIAL/JUNIOR: Economic Medium
Weight Gi (100% cotton).

SPECIAL/JUNIOR: Economic Medium
Weight Gi (100% cotton).

64,67 €

75,83 €

Ref.: 000010000

Ref.: 000013000

Karategi
Kamikaze-SPECIAL
KYOKUSHINKAI embroidery
3/160 4/170

www.kamikaze.com

Karategi
ECONOMIC/KODOMO
6/190 7/200 8/210

with
Sizes

Karategi
Kamikaze-SPECIAL
KYOKUSHINKAI embroidery
5/180 6/190 7/200

with
Sizes

Kamikaze
Karategi
SPECIAL
KYOKUSHINKAI: Medium weight gi with
embroidery of Kyokushinkai on the left
side of the chest (in blue colour). Special
style design.

Kamikaze
Karategi
SPECIAL
KYOKUSHINKAI: Medium weight gi with
embroidery of Kyokushinkai on the left
side of the chest (in blue colour). Special
style design.

67,28 €

79,26 €

Ref.: 000016000

Ref.: 000019000
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Karategi Kamikaze-INTERNATIONAL
JKA Sizes 2/150 3/160 4/170

Karategi Kamikaze-INTERNATIONAL
JKA Sizes 5/180 6/190 7/200 8/210

INTERNATIONAL JKA: Traditional Heavy
Weight Gi

INTERNATIONAL JKA: Traditional Heavy
Weight Gi

75,83 €

90,04 €

Ref.: 000022000

Ref.: 000025000

Karategi Kamikaze-INSTRUCTOR Sizes
2½/155 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175

Karategi Kamikaze-INSTRUCTOR Sizes
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200
7½/205

INSTRUCTOR: Traditional Heavy Weight
Gi for highest demands. The cut is a little
more narrower than the Design Hiroshi
Shirai. This makes it fit perfectly slimmer
persons.

INSTRUCTOR: Traditional Heavy Weight
Gi for highest demands. The cut is a little
more narrower than the Design Hiroshi
Shirai. This makes it fit perfectly slimmer
persons.

117,89 €
119,30 €

Ref.: 000028000

Ref.: 000031000

Karategi Kamikaze-AMERICA Sizes
2½/155 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175
AMERICA: Superior Heavy Weight gi for
highest demands at a very competitive
price. Very solid, high quality gi with a
good, strong snapping effect. Excellent for
kata and kumite trainings. Built for tough
wearing and any demand for a quality
uniform which is priced right.

Karategi Kamikaze-AMERICA
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195
7½/205

Sizes
7/200

AMERICA: Superior Heavy Weight gi for
highest demands at a very competitive
price. Very solid, high quality gi with a
good, strong snapping effect. Excellent for
kata and kumite trainings. Built for tough
wearing and any demand for a quality
uniform which is priced right.

113,18 €
114,54 €

Ref.: 000034000

Ref.: 000037000

Karategi Kamikaze-EUROPA
1/140 2/150 3/160

www.kamikaze.com

Sizes

Karategi Kamikaze-EUROPA
3½/165 4/170 4½/175

Sizes

EUROPA: Our world renowned gi with the
red label. Superior Medium Weight gi
designed especially for high level kumite
competitors and all karatekas that are
looking for maximum comfort and freedom
of movement. The cloth is especially
designed for Kamikaze. It absorbs easily
the sweat and releases humidity quickly,
permitting the body to breath more freely.
First choice of many kumite world
champions. New: For the first time... (+
info)

EUROPA: Our world renowned gi with the
red label. Superior Medium Weight gi
designed especially for high level kumite
competitors and all karatekas that are
looking for maximum comfort and freedom
of movement. The cloth is especially
designed for Kamikaze. It absorbs easily
the sweat and releases humidity quickly,
permitting the body to breath more freely.
First choice of many kumite world
champions. New: For the first time... (+
info)

108,55 €

144,30 €

Ref.: 000040000

Ref.: 000043000
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Karategi Kamikaze-EUROPA
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195
7½/205 8/210

Sizes
7/200

EUROPA: Our world renowned gi with the
red label. Superior Medium Weight gi
designed especially for high level kumite
competitors and all karatekas that are
looking for maximum comfort and freedom
of movement. The cloth is especially
designed for Kamikaze. It absorbs easily
the sweat and releases humidity quickly,
permitting the body to breath more freely.
First choice of many kumite world... (+
info)

Karategi Kamikaze-MONARCH Sizes
3½/165 4/170 4½/175
MONARCH: Superior Heavy Weight Gi
designed for instructors and high level
kata competitors. Finest yarns of top
quality material are woven with masterfull
skill of weaving for our excellent product.
All you can expect from Kamikaze.

164,88 €
Ref.: 000049000

144,30 €
Ref.: 000046000

Karategi Kamikaze-MONARCH Sizes
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200
7½/205
MONARCH: Superior Heavy Weight Gi
designed for instructors and high level
kata competitors. Finest yarns of top
quality material are woven with masterfull
skill of weaving for our excellent product.
All you can expect from Kamikaze.

164,88 €
Ref.: 000052000

Karategi Kamikaze-SOVEREIGN Sizes
3½/165 4/170 4½/175
SOVEREIGN: Last generation karategi.
New, special light cloth that permits
greatest
mobility
without
loosing
resistance. Fast sweat release. Maximum
comfort, not known before! Dynamic
feeling and outfit - according to the
requirements of Japans top instructors.
The cut - designed by Hiroshi Shirai
Sensei - has been revised approaching
perfection in details. The Pleasure of
Doing Karate!

171,03 €
Ref.: 000053000

Karategi Kamikaze-SOVEREIGN Sizes
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200
7½/205
SOVEREIGN: Last generation karategi.
New, special light cloth that permits
greatest
mobility
without
loosing
resistance. Fast sweat release. Maximum
comfort, not known before! Dynamic
feeling and outfit - according to the
requirements of Japans top instructors.
The cut - designed by Hiroshi Shirai
Sensei - has been revised approaching
perfection in details. The Pleasure of... (+
info)

Karategi
Shureido-SEMPAI
TOURNAMENT TKW-11 Sizes 3½/165
4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185 6/190
6½/195-200
SEMPAI - TOURNAMENT TKW-11:
Superior Medium Weight Gi. Tournament
cut (shorter sleeves and trousers).
Especially recommended for intense
trainings in warm regions and during the
summer periods.

151,20 €
Ref.: 000055000

171,03 €
Ref.: 000054000

Karategi Shureido-SENSEI K-10 Sizes
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200
SENSEI K-10: Superior Heavy Weight Gi
with long sleeves and trousers. Best
durability and finishing guaranteed. The
classic choice.

Karategi
Shureido-SENSEI
TOURNAMENT TK-10 Sizes 2/150
2½/155 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200
SENSEI - TOURNAMENT TK-10:
Superior Heavy Weight Gi. Best durability
and finishing guaranteed. Tournament cut
(shorter sleeves and trousers).

161,57 €
Ref.: 000058000

161,57 €
Ref.: 000061000

www.kamikaze.com
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Karategi
Shureido-SHIHAN
KC-10
Sizes 3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205
SHIHAN-TOURNAMENT
TKC-10
/
SHIHAN KC-10: Superior Heavy Weight
Gi designed especially for Shihan.
Exclusive original material (rayon,
polyester and cotton). Shrinks less and
keeps a very nice white colour longer than
100% cotton gis. Very comfortable to
wear. We recommend the Tournament cut
version (TKC-10)

Karategi Shureido in BLACK: All
modells, Sizes 3½/165 4/170 4½/175
5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200
7½/205
Shureido Karategis in BLACK colour: The
following modells are available in black:
Sensei (KB-10), Sensei-Tournament
(TKB-10)

154,50 €
Ref.: 000067000

181,82 €
Ref.: 000064000

Karategi
Shureido-SHIHANTOURNAMENT TKC-10 Sizes 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195-200

Karategi Kamikaze-FUDOSHIN, Design
Frank Schubert, Sizes 2½/155 3½/165
4½/175 5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195
7/200

SHIHAN-TOURNAMENT
TKC-10
/
SHIHAN KC-10: Superior Heavy Weight
Gi designed especially for Shihan.
Exclusive original material (rayon,
polyester and cotton). Shrinks less and
keeps a very nice white colour longer than
100% cotton gis. Very comfortable to
wear. We recommend the Tournament
cut... (+ info)

FUDOSHIN - Design Frank Schubert:
*IMPROVED MATERIAL AND DESIGN*
Modern Karategi of medium weight cotton
with long jacket. Optimized cut, design
and overall finishing of highest quality.
NOVELTY: Exclusive men opening with
velcro closing. Reinforced collar. A perfect
choice for Kata, instructors and most
training situations.

181,82 €

105,17 €

Ref.: 000739000

Ref.: 001031000

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-3,WKF
for Kata Sizes 2/150 2½/155 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200

Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE Size
000/110

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE 3, WKF
for KATA: Highest quality, very heavy
(cotton and polyester) with special SNAP
effect! Officially approved by WKF. The
exlusiv choice for the best kata
competitors only worn by the Japanese
kata world champion team! The new
design comes with shortened trousers
and sleeves according to WKF criteria...
(+ info)

Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE (100%
cotton). Superlight weight. Perfect as first
uniform for kids and their mothers looking
for the cheapest available uniform.
Available in sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 only. Trousers with elastic.
Comes with a white belt. With the label
attached to the shinbone.

18,43 €
Ref.: 001146000

202,07 €
Ref.: 001044000

www.kamikaze.com

Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE Size
00/120

Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE Size
0/130

Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE (100%
cotton). Superlight weight. Perfect as first
uniform for kids and their mothers looking
for the cheapest available uniform.
Available in sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 only. Trousers with elastic.
Comes with a white belt. With the label
attached to the shinbone.

Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE (100%
cotton). Superlight weight. Perfect as first
uniform for kids and their mothers looking
for the cheapest available uniform.
Available in sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 only. Trousers with elastic.
Comes with a white belt. With the label
attached to the shinbone.

20,12 €

21,07 €

Ref.: 001147000

Ref.: 001148000
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Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE Size
1/140
Karategi for KIDS, by KAMIKAZE (100%
cotton). Superlight weight. Perfect as first
uniform for kids and their mothers looking
for the cheapest available uniform.
Available in sizes 000/110, 00/120, 0/130
and 1/140 only. Trousers with elastic.
Comes with a white belt. With the label
attached to the shinbone.

22,52 €
Ref.: 001149000

Jacket BLUE Kamikaze-AMERICA (for
Goshin, Tai-Jitsu, etc.), Sizes 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205
Jacket in BLUE color (for Goshin, TaiJitsu, etc.), model KAMIKAZE-AMERICA:
Superior Heavy Weight Quality jacket for
highest demands at a very competitive
price. Very solid, high quality, reinforced
collar. Excellent for Goshin, tai-Jitsu and
Self Defense. Built for tough wearing and
any demand for a quality jacket which is
priced right.

82,60 €
Ref.: 001237000

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-3, Sizes
2/150 2½/155 3/160 3½/165 4/170
4½/175 5/180 5½/185 6/190 6½/195
7/200
Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE 3: Highest
quality, heavy (cotton and polyester) with
special SNAP effect! The exlusiv choice
for the best KATA competitors and
INSTRUCTORS only! The new design
comes with much shorter trousers and
sleeves according to the idea to leave
some centimeters above the ankle and
half of the forearm uncovered. Does not...
(+ info)

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-3
(heavy weight) CUSTOM MADE
Karategi Shureido, model NEW WAVE CUSTOM MADE. Highest quality cotton
and polyester material with special SNAP
effect! Does not shrink (max. 1%). Easy to
iron. Select your version: NW-3 (HEAVY:
Perfect for Kata), NW-2 (MEDIUM: 12%
less weight than NW-3, perfect for all kind
of uses) or NW-1 (LIGHT: 25% less
weight than NW-3, perfect for Kumite and
in all situations when you sweat a... (+
info)

292,98 €
197,93 €

Ref.: 001281000

Ref.: 001260000

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-2
(medium weight) CUSTOM MADE

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-1 (light
weight) CUSTOM MADE

Karategi Shureido, model NEW WAVE CUSTOM MADE. Highest quality cotton
and polyester material with special SNAP
effect! Does not shrink (max. 1%). Easy to
iron. Select your version: NW-3 (HEAVY:
Perfect for Kata), NW-2 (MEDIUM: 12%
less weight than NW-3, perfect for all kind
of uses) or NW-1 (LIGHT: 25% less
weight than NW-3, perfect for Kumite and
in all situations when you sweat a... (+
info)

Karategi Shureido, model NEW WAVE CUSTOM MADE. Highest quality cotton
and polyester material with special SNAP
effect! Does not shrink (max. 1%). Easy to
iron. Select your version: NW-3 (HEAVY:
Perfect for Kata), NW-2 (MEDIUM: 12%
less weight than NW-3, perfect for all kind
of uses) or NW-1 (LIGHT: 25% less
weight than NW-3, perfect for Kumite and
in all situations when you sweat a... (+
info)

276,45 €

268,51 €

Ref.: 001282000

Ref.: 001283000

Jacket BLACK Kamikaze-KOBUDO,
Sizes 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205

Trousers Kamikaze-AMERICA, white,
Sizes 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205

Jacket in BLACK color, model KAMIKAZEKOBUDO: Superior Heavy Weight Quality
jacket for highest demands at a very
competitive price. Very solid, high quality,
reinforced collar. Excellent for Kobudo.
Built for tough wearing and any demand
for a quality jacket which is priced right.

Trousers Kamikaze-AMERICA, white:
Superior Heavy Weight Quality for highest
demands at a very competitive price. Very
solid, high quality. Built for tough wearing
and any demand for a quality trousers
which is priced right.

52,27 €
82,60 €

Ref.: 001312000

Ref.: 001309000

www.kamikaze.com
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Trousers BLACK Kamikaze-KOBUDO,
Sizes 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205
Trousers in BLACK color, model
KAMIKAZE-KOBUDO: Superior Heavy
Weight Quality pants for highest demands
at a very competitive price. Very solid,
high quality. Excellent for Kobudo. Built
for tough wearing and any demand for a
quality jacket which is priced right.

Karategi Kamikaze-SPECIAL/JUNIOR
Size 1/140
SPECIAL/JUNIOR: Economic Medium
Weight Gi (100% cotton).

52,85 €
Ref.: 001431000

67,73 €
Ref.: 001430000

Karategi SUNRISE for Beginners, by
KAMIKAZE Size 2/150

Karategi SUNRISE for Beginners, by
KAMIKAZE Size 3/160

Karategi SUNRISE for Beginners, by
KAMIKAZE (100% cotton). Superlight
weight. Perfect as first uniform for
teenagers and their mothers looking for
the cheapest available uniform. Available
in sizes 2/150, 3/160 and 4/170 only.
Trousers with elastic. Comes with a white
belt.

Karategi SUNRISE for Beginners, by
KAMIKAZE (100% cotton). Superlight
weight. Perfect as first uniform for
teenagers and their mothers looking for
the cheapest available uniform. Available
in sizes 2/150, 3/160 and 4/170 only.
Trousers with elastic. Comes with a white
belt.

23,88 €

25,70 €

Ref.: 001513000

Ref.: 001514000

Karategi SUNRISE for Beginners, by
KAMIKAZE Size 4/170

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-1 (light
weight), Sizes 2/150 2½/155 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200

Karategi SUNRISE for Beginners, by
KAMIKAZE (100% cotton). Superlight
weight. Perfect as first uniform for
teenagers and their mothers looking for
the cheapest available uniform. Available
in sizes 2/150, 3/160 and 4/170 only.
Trousers with elastic. Comes with a white
belt.

27,60 €
Ref.: 001515000

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE 1: Light
weight, 25% less weight than NW3.
Perfect for Kumite, instructors and in all
situations when you sweat a lot. Highest
quality cotton and polyester material with
special SNAP effect! Does not shrink
(max. 1%). Easy to iron. The new design
comes with much shorter trousers and
sleeves according to the idea to leave...
(+ info)

197,93 €
Ref.: 001577000

www.kamikaze.com

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE-3,WKF
for Kata Children Sizes 0/130 1/140

Karategi Kamikaze EUROPA - Custom
made

Karategi Shureido NEW WAVE 3, WKF
for KATA: Highest quality, very heavy
(cotton and polyester) with special SNAP
effect! Officially approved by WKF. The
exlusiv choice for the best kata
competitors only worn by the Japanese
kata world champion team! The new
design comes with shortened trousers
and sleeves according to WKF criteria
leaving ankles and wrists uncovered.
With... (+ info)

EUROPA - CUSTOM MADE: Our world
renowned gi with the red label. Superior
Medium Weight gi designed especially for
high level kumite competitors and all
karatekas that are looking for maximum
comfort and freedom of movement. The
cloth is especially designed for Kamikaze.
It absorbs easily the sweat and releases
humidity quickly, permitting the body to
breath more freely. First choice of many
kumite world... (+ info)

169,01 €

182,11 €

Ref.: 001611000

Ref.: 001629000
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Karategi Kamikaze
Custom made

MONARCH

-

MONARCH - CUSTOM MADE: Superior
Heavy Weight Gi designed for instructors
and high level kata competitors. Finest
yarns of top quality material are woven
with masterfull skill of weaving for our
excellent product. All you can expect from
Kamikaze.
Please
indicate
all
measurements in centimeters (cm) and
allow ±1,5 cm tolerance. JACKET: A =
Jacket length, B = Jacket... (+ info)

Karategi Kamikaze
Custom made

SOVEREIGN

-

SOVEREIGN - CUSTOM MADE: Last
generation karategi. New, special light
cloth that permits greatest mobility without
loosing resistance. Fast sweat release.
Maximum comfort, not known before!
Dynamic feeling and outfit - according to
the requirements of Japans top
instructors. The cut - designed by Hiroshi
Shirai Sensei - has been revised
approaching perfection in details. The
Pleasure of Doing... (+ info)

204,08 €
Ref.: 001630000

208,97 €
Ref.: 001631000

Karategi Shureido WAZA - WKF
APPROVED Sizes 2/150 2½/155 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205

Karategi Kamikaze PREMIER-KATA
WKF Approved, small sizes 0/130 1/140
2/150 3/160

New Karategi Shureido WAZA - WKF
APPROVED: Modern Ultra-light (rayon
and polyester) tissue. Weight complete
uniform only approx. 700 gramms a size
5. Officially approved by WKF. The most
comfortable
choice
for
kumite
competitors. Long jacket, long sleeves.
Extra-narrow sleeves-cuff. Difficult to be
grabbed by the opponent. Finally... (+
info)

Karategi Kamikaze-PREMIER-KATA WKF
Approved (100% cotton, medium weight).
Kamikaze presents our latest uniform
designed for all new, upcoming KATA
competitors. This karategi positions itself
as the best quality option to be used in
kata competitions at the most attractive
price. Its SNAP is fenomenal and the
elegant design and finishing is according
to the latest tendencies in competitions...
(+ info)

114,46 €

73,84 €

Ref.: 001737000

Ref.: 001890000

Karategi Kamikaze PREMIER-KATA
WKF Approved, sizes 3½/165 4/170
4½/175 5/180 5½/185

Karategi Kamikaze, model K-One-WKF
for children, Sizes 0/130 1/140

Karategi Kamikaze-PREMIER-KATA WKF
Approved (100% cotton, medium weight).
Kamikaze presents our latest uniform
designed for all new, upcoming KATA
competitors. This karategi positions itself
as the best quality option to be used in
kata competitions at the most attractive
price. Its SNAP is fenomenal and the
elegant design and finishing is according
to the latest tendencies in competitions...
(+ info)

Karategi Kamikaze K-One WKF TOKYO
Special Edition: Ultra-light weight uniform
designed
specially
for
KUMITE
competitors. Officially approved by WKF.
The special material of 100% polyester
has a very nice honeycomb drawing. The
modern cut with long jacket helps the
mobility of the competitor. Does not
shrink. Easy to iron. With the official WKFApproved label and elegant... (+ info)

89,79 €
Ref.: 001913000

101,86 €
Ref.: 001891000

Karategi Kamikaze, model K-One-WKF,
Sizes 2/150 3/160 4/170
Karategi Kamikaze K-One WKF TOKYO
Special Edition: Ultra-light weight uniform
designed
specially
for
KUMITE
competitors. Officially approved by WKF.
The special material of 100% polyester
has a very nice honeycomb drawing. The
modern cut with long jacket helps the
mobility of the competitor. Does not
shrink. Easy to iron. With the official WKFApproved label and elegant... (+ info)

Karategi Kamikaze, model K-One-WKF,
Sizes 4½/175 5/180 5½/185 6/190
6½/195 7/200 8/210
Karategi Kamikaze K-One WKF TOKYO
Special Edition: Ultra-light weight uniform
designed
specially
for
KUMITE
competitors. Officially approved by WKF.
The special material of 100% polyester
has a very nice honeycomb drawing. The
modern cut with long jacket helps the
mobility of the competitor. Does not
shrink. Easy to iron. With the official WKFApproved label and elegant... (+ info)

100,04 €
Ref.: 001914000

111,20 €
Ref.: 001915000

www.kamikaze.com
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Blue Jacket Kamikaze GOSHIN JUTSU
with chest embroidery, Sizes 3½/165
4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185 6/190
6½/195 7/200

www.kamikaze.com

Blue Jacket Kamikaze GOSHIN JUTSU
with chest embroidery, small sizes
0/130 1/140 2/150 3/160

Blue Jacket Kamikaze GOSHIN JUTSU,
chest embroidered with the Japanese
kanji characters for Goshin Jutsu in a
beautiful silver-grey color. Resistant
medium weight for highest demands at
the most competitive price. Excellent for
Goshin, Tai-Jitsu and Self Defense.
Officially
recommended
by
and
developped in cooperation with the... (+
info)

Blue Jacket Kamikaze GOSHIN JUTSU,
chest embroidered with the Japanese
kanji characters for Goshin Jutsu in a
beautiful silver-grey color. Resistant
medium weight for highest demands at
the most competitive price. Excellent for
Goshin, Tai-Jitsu and Self Defense.
Officially
recommended
by
and
developped in cooperation with the
Goshin department of the Royal
Spanish... (+ info)

64,67 €

55,58 €

Ref.: 001940000

Ref.: 001941000

Trousers Kamikaze-GOSHIN JUTSU,
white, children sizes 0/130 1/140 2/150
3/160

Trousers Kamikaze-GOSHIN JUTSU,
white, sizes 3.5/165 4/170 4.5/175 5/180
5.5/185 6/190 6.5/195 7/200

Trousers Kamikaze-GOSHIN JUTSU,
white: Superior Medium Weight Quality for
highest demands at a very competitive
price.

Trousers Kamikaze-GOSHIN JUTSU,
white: Superior Medium Weight Quality for
highest demands at a very competitive
price.

38,43 €

44,42 €

Ref.: 001948000

Ref.: 001949000

Black Jacket Kamikaze, model BASIC
BLACK, children sizes 00/120 0/130
1/140

Black Pants Kamikaze, model BASIC
BLACK, children sizes 00/120 0/130
1/140

Black jacket and/or trousers from
Kamikaze, model BASIC BLACK.
Multipurpose Light Weight uniform in
BLACK color (100% cotton). Sizes
00/120, 0/130 and 1/140 trousers with
elastic waist. Other sizes with string.

Black jacket and/or trousers from
Kamikaze, model BASIC BLACK.
Multipurpose Light Weight uniform in
BLACK color (100% cotton). Sizes
00/120, 0/130 and 1/140 trousers with
elastic waist. Other sizes with string.

19,66 €

15,79 €

Ref.: 001973000

Ref.: 001974000

Black Jacket Kamikaze, model BASIC
BLACK, sizes 2/150 3/160 4/170

Black Pants Kamikaze, model BASIC
BLACK, sizes 2/150 3/160 4/170

Black jacket and/or trousers from
Kamikaze, model BASIC BLACK.
Multipurpose Light to Medium-Light
Weight uniform in BLACK color (100%
cotton). Sizes 2/150cm, 3/160cm and
4/170cm are light weight (label JUNIOR
BLACK) and sizes 5/180cm, 6/190cm and
7/200cm are medium-light weight (label
BLACK).

Black jacket and/or trousers from
Kamikaze, model BASIC BLACK.
Multipurpose Light to Medium-Light
Weight uniform in BLACK color (100%
cotton). Sizes 2/150cm, 3/160cm and
4/170cm are light weight (label JUNIOR
BLACK) and sizes 5/180cm, 6/190cm and
7/200cm are medium-light weight (label
BLACK).

23,06 €

18,02 €

Ref.: 001975000

Ref.: 001976000
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Black Jacket Kamikaze, model BASIC
BLACK, sizes 5/180 6/190 7/200

Black Pants Kamikaze, model BASIC
BLACK, sizes 5/180 6/190 7/200

Black jacket and/or trousers from
Kamikaze, model BASIC BLACK.
Multipurpose Light to Medium-Light
Weight uniform in BLACK color (100%
cotton). Sizes 2/150cm, 3/160cm and
4/170cm are light weight (label JUNIOR
BLACK) and sizes 5/180cm, 6/190cm and
7/200cm are medium-light weight (label
BLACK).

Black jacket and/or trousers from
Kamikaze, model BASIC BLACK.
Multipurpose Light to Medium-Light
Weight uniform in BLACK color (100%
cotton). Sizes 2/150cm, 3/160cm and
4/170cm are light weight (label JUNIOR
BLACK) and sizes 5/180cm, 6/190cm and
7/200cm are medium-light weight (label
BLACK).

28,06 €

25,91 €

Ref.: 001977000

Ref.: 001978000

Karategi Kamikaze MUSHIN - Special
Edition 2020, Sizes 2½/155 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200

Jacket Shureido NEW WAVE-3 WKF,
RED Shureido shoulder embroideries

MUSHIN - Special Edition 2020 - Design
Frank Schubert: For the occasion of
inclusion of Karate as official sport in the
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, I have
launched this special edition karate
uniform to celebrate our daily karate
training with karatekas from all over the
globe. Extremely versatile with completely
updated design to follow the latest... (+
info)

Jacket only karategi Shureido NEW
WAVE 3, WKF for KATA: Highest quality,
very heavy (cotton and polyester) with
special SNAP effect! With the official
SHUREIDO brand embroideries in RED
color on shoulders, chest and neck.
Officially approved by WKF. The use of
WKF
Approved
karategis
with
embroidered brands on the shoulders, in
red and blue, will be mandatory in all
official WKF events (World... (+ info)

188,84 €
90,87 €

Ref.: 002094000

Ref.: 002043000

Jacket Shureido NEW WAVE-3 WKF,
BLUE Shureido shoulder embroideries
Jacket only karategi Shureido NEW
WAVE 3, WKF for KATA: Highest quality,
very heavy (cotton and polyester) with
special SNAP effect! With the official
SHUREIDO brand embroideries in BLUE
color on shoulders, chest and neck.
Officially approved by WKF. The use of
WKF
Approved
karategis
with
embroidered brands on the shoulders, in
red and blue, will be mandatory in all... (+
info)

Karategi
Kamikaze
NEW
LIFE
EXCELLENCE-WKF TOKYO Special
Edition, sizes 3½/165 4/170 4½/175
5/180 5½/185 6/190
Kamikaze karategi, model NEW LIFE
EXCELLENCE WKF Approved TOKYO
Special Edition Comes with the official
WKF Approved label good for all national
and international tournaments plus the
official Kamikaze brand logo embroideries
according to WKF rules and "TOKYO
Special Edition" printing on the inside of
the upper... (+ info)

188,84 €

205,25 €

Ref.: 002095000

Ref.: 002100000

Karategi
Kamikaze
NEW
LIFE
EXCELLENCE-WKF TOKYO Special
Edition, sizes 0/130 1/140 2/150 3/160

Karategi
Kamikaze
NEW
LIFE
EXCELLENCE-WKF TOKYO Special
Edition, sizes 6½/195 7/200 7½/205

Kamikaze karategi, model NEW LIFE
EXCELLENCE WKF Approved TOKYO
Special Edition Comes with the official
WKF Approved label good for all national
and international tournaments plus the
official Kamikaze brand logo embroideries
according to WKF rules and "TOKYO
Special Edition" printing on the inside of
the upper... (+ info)

Kamikaze karategi, model NEW LIFE
EXCELLENCE WKF Approved TOKYO
Special Edition Comes with the official
WKF Approved label good for all national
and international tournaments plus the
official Kamikaze brand logo embroideries
according to WKF rules and "TOKYO
Special Edition" printing on the inside of
the upper back. The new Kamikaze NEW
LIFE... (+ info)

181,98 €
Ref.: 002102000

223,76 €
Ref.: 002103000

www.kamikaze.com
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Pants only Shureido NEW WAVE-3
WKF Approved. Please indicate
required size!
Pants only Shureido NEW WAVE-3 WKF
Approved for KATA: Highest quality, very
heavy (cotton and polyester) with special
SNAP effect! The exlusiv choice for the
best kata competitors! With the official
WKF-Approved label. Does not shrink.
Easy to iron. All sizes. Please indicate
your size when placing your order.

89,05 €

Karategi
Kamikaze
NEW
EXCELLENCE - Custom made

LIFE

Kamikaze karategi, model NEW LIFE
EXCELLENCE - Custom Made! WKF
Approved. TOKYO Special Edition. The
new Kamikaze NEW LIFE EXCELLENCEWKF TOKYO Special Edition Gi has been
carefully designed down to the smallest
detail and meets all the requirements of
today's kata competitors. The fabric of
latest generation is the result of many
years of development. Its unique
composition of... (+ info)

Ref.: 002105000

241,20 €
Ref.: 002113000

Karategi Kamikaze NEW LIFE SHIHAN
Premium Quality, sizes 2/150 3/160
3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180 5½/185
6/190 6½/195 7/200 7½/205

Karategi Kamikaze NEW LIFE SHIHAN Custom made

Kamikaze karategi, model NEW LIFE
SHIHAN Premium Quality The new
Kamikaze NEW LIFE SHIHAN Premium
Quality Gi has been carefully designed
down to the smallest detail and meets all
requirements of today's karate instructors.
The fabric of latest generation is the result
of many years of development. Its unique
composition of... (+ info)

Kamikaze karategi, model NEW LIFE
SHIHAN - Custom Made! The new
Kamikaze NEW LIFE SHIHAN Premium
Quality Gi has been carefully designed
down to the smallest detail and meets all
requirements of today's karate instructors.
The fabric of latest generation is the result
of many years of development. Its unique
composition of cotton and polyester gives
the fabric unique properties. Thanks to its
great... (+ info)

179,13 €

207,30 €

Ref.: 002133000

Ref.: 002164000

Black Jacket Kamikaze KOBUDO,
chest embroidered JKA, size 4/170,
perfect conditions

Gi Tokaido BUJIN KURO, black
(Kenpo, Kobudo, Jujutsu), Sizes 2/150
3/160 4/170 5/180 6/190 7/200

Black Jacket Kamikaze KOBUDO, chest
embroidered JKA, perfect conditions. No
returns or changes will be accepted!

Gi Tokaido, model BUJIN KURO, black
color. Designed in Japan. Perfect for
advanced practitioners of Kenpo, Kobudo
or Jujutsu. 100% cotton. Durable and
comfortable. Traditional classic cut. It
withstands grips and pulls well, as well as
the friction of weapons. Elastic waist
pants with drawstring. 14 oz heavyweight
fabric.

57,81 €
Ref.: 002232000

106,53 €
Ref.: 002253000

Karategi Kamikaze - Made in Japan
NEW LIFE SENSEI Premium Quality,
Sizes 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195
Karategi Kamikaze - Made in Japan NEW
LIFE SENSEI Premium Quality. 100%
cotton.

154,09 € 171,49 €
Ref.: 002255000

Karategi Kamikaze - Made in Japan
NEW LIFE SENSEI Premium Quality Custom made
Karategi Kamikaze - Made in Japan NEW
LIFE SENSEI Premium Quality - Custom
made. 100% cotton. Please indicate the
measurements (No. 1 to 11) you want to
personalize in centimeters (margin of
error: ±1 cm). Final measurements
AFTER shrinking. We take care of taking
into account the possible shrinkage of
each measure. If you wish, you can
indicate a reference size for the... (+ info)

210,66 €
Ref.: 002256000

www.kamikaze.com
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Karategi Kamikaze, K-One-WKF Kumite
REVERSIBLE, Shoulders embroidered
red and blue, Sizes 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195 7/200 8/210

Karategi Kamikaze, K-One-WKF Kumite
REVERSIBLE, Shoulders embroidered
red and blue, Sizes 2/150cm 3/160cm
4/170cm

Karategi Kamikaze K-One WKF KUMITE
REVERSIBLE red-blue: Comes with the
brand
KAMIKAZE
KARATEGI
embroidered on the shoulders in red and
blue (reversible aka-ao). Ultra-light weight
uniform. Officially approved by WKF. The
special material of 100% polyester has a
very nice honeycomb drawing. The... (+
info)

Karategi Kamikaze K-One WKF KUMITE
REVERSIBLE red-blue: Comes with the
brand
KAMIKAZE
KARATEGI
embroidered on the shoulders in red and
blue (reversible aka-ao). Ultra-light weight
uniform. Officially approved by WKF. The
special material of 100% polyester has a
very nice honeycomb drawing. The
modern cut with long jacket helps the... (+
info)

144,55 €
Ref.: 002258000

123,93 €
Ref.: 002259000

Karategi Kamikaze, K-One-WKF Kumite
REVERSIBLE, Shoulders embroidered
red and blue, Sizes 0/130cm 1/140cm
Karategi Kamikaze K-One WKF KUMITE
REVERSIBLE red-blue: Comes with the
brand
KAMIKAZE
KARATEGI
embroidered on the shoulders in red and
blue (reversible aka-ao). Ultra-light weight
uniform. Officially approved by WKF. The
special material of 100% polyester has a
very nice honeycomb drawing. The
modern cut with long jacket helps the... (+
info)

106,41 €
Ref.: 002260000

www.kamikaze.com
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HAKAMA MEIJI First Class Quality
imported from Japan, black or blue
Sizes 23 24 25 26

Overgis - Tracksuits
and Hakama

HAKAMA MEIJI FIRST CLASS black or
blue Sizes 27 28 29 30

Meiji Hakama First Class - PURPLE label,
imported from Japan. Made of 65%
polyester and 35% rayon. Dark blue and
black available.

109,46 €
Ref.: 000079000

ECONOMIC HAKAMA MEIJI brand,
black, made in Taiwan Sizes 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

Meiji Hakama First Class - PURPLE label,
imported from Japan. Made of 65%
polyester and 35% rayon. Dark blue and
black available.

Economic Hakama (MEIJI brand, made in
Taiwan). Made of 65% polyester and 35%
rayon. Black colour.

118,55 €

49,55 €

Ref.: 000082000

Ref.: 000790000

ECONOMIC HAKAMA MEIJI brand,
BLUE, made in Taiwan Sizes 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
Economic Hakama (MEIJI brand, made in
Taiwan). Made of 65% polyester and 35%
rayon. BLUE colour.

49,55 €
Ref.: 001668000

www.kamikaze.com
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WHITE belt all length 230 240 260 290
310 cm
White belts from Kamikaze. Adult and
children sizes available.

3,68 €
Ref.: 000085000

Belts

Colored belt for children Yellow
Orange Green Purple Blue Brown Red
240 - 250 cm

Colored belt for adults Yellow Orange
Green Purple Blue Brown Red 290 cm
310 cm

Coloured belts from Kamikaze. One color
belts. Green label. All colors available.
Adult and children sizes.

Coloured belts from Kamikaze. One color
belts. Green label. All colors available.
Adult and children sizes.

4,83 €

5,37 €

Ref.: 000088000

Ref.: 000091000

2-Colored belt for children Whi-Yel YelOra Ora-Gre Gre-Blu Blu-Bro 240 - 250
cm

Economic BLACK belt 260 cm 280 cm
290 cm 300 cm 310 cm

Two-coloured belts from Kamikaze in
child size 240-250 cm. All colors
available. Green label.

Basic black belt Kamikaze. Green label.
All sizes available. 100% coton.

7,89 €
Ref.: 000097000

5,74 €
Ref.: 000094000

www.kamikaze.com

Cotton BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
superior quality 260 cm 270 cm 280 cm
290 cm 300 cm 310 cm 320 cm 330 cm
340 cm

Silk-satin BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
superior quality 260 cm 270 cm 280 cm
290 cm 300 cm 310 cm 320 cm 330 cm
340 cm

First class KAMIKAZE PLAIN black belts
in 100% COTTON superior quality. Width
= 4.2 cm. All sizes available. Comes with
black Kamikaze-JKA label. Special labels
available for Shotokan Dento Karate Do,
SKI, SRKH, WKSA, Kyokushinkai and
Shito Ryu.

First class KAMIKAZE PLAIN black belts
in SILK-SATIN superior quality. Width =
4.2 cm. All sizes available. Comes with
black Kamikaze-JKA label. Special labels
available for Shotokan Dento Karate Do,
SKI, SRKH, WKSA, Kyokushinkai and
Shito Ryu.

21,86 €

32,36 €

Ref.: 000159000

Ref.: 000162000
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BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE embroidered
with your Karate style in Japanese:
Silk-satin or Cotton

BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE both sides
embroidered (style + name): Silk-satin
or Cotton

First class KAMIKAZE black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes. Special
style labels available for JKA, Shotokan
Dento Karate Do, Shotokan Karate
International (SKI), Shotokan Ryu Kase
Ha, Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.

First class KAMIKAZE black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes. Special
style labels available for JKA, Shotokan
Dento Karate Do, Shotokan Karate
International (SKI), Shotokan Ryu Kase
Ha, Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.

42,52 €

54,34 €

Ref.: 000165000

Ref.: 000168000

Silk-satin BLACK BELT SHUREIDO 270
cm 280 cm 290 cm 300 cm 310 cm 320
cm

Cotton BLACK BELT SHUREIDO 270
cm 280 cm 290 cm 300 cm 310 cm 320
cm

First class SHUREIDO PLAIN black belts
in silk-satin or cotton superior quality.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

First class SHUREIDO PLAIN black belts
in silk-satin or cotton superior quality.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

33,02 €

33,02 €

Ref.: 000171000

Ref.: 000174000

Silk-satin BLACK BELT SHUREIDO one
end embroidered

Cotton BLACK BELT SHUREIDO one
end embroidered

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality. ONE END
EMBROIDERED with your karate style in
japanese (kanji). Individual sizes in steps
of 10 cm.

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality. ONE END
EMBROIDERED with your karate style in
japanese (kanji). Individual sizes in steps
of 10 cm.

51,20 €

51,20 €

Ref.: 000177000

Ref.: 000180000

Satin BLACK BELT SHUREIDO both
sides embroidered: Embroideries and
size TO BE CHOSEN

Cotton BLACK BELT SHUREIDO both
sides embroidered: Embroideries and
size TO BE CHOSEN

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality. BOTH
ENDS EMBROIDERED: Your karate style
in japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes in steps of
10 cm.

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality. BOTH
ENDS EMBROIDERED: Your karate style
in japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes in steps of
10 cm.

74,34 €

74,34 €

Ref.: 000183000

Ref.: 000186000
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SPECIAL
THICK
BLACK
BELT
SHUREIDO, satin or cotton 270cm
280cm 290cm 300cm 310cm 320cm
330cm 340cm
First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality SPECIAL
THICK. Approx. 4 to 4,5 mm thick instead
of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5 cm instead of 4,2
cm. Highest quality heavy weight (+
40-50%) inner and outer construction.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your...
(+ info)

SPECIAL THICK SATIN BLACK BELT
SHUREIDO ONE END EMBROID.:
Embroidery and size TO BE CHOSEN
First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality SPECIAL
THICK. Approx. 4 to 4,5 mm thick instead
of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5 cm instead of 4,2
cm. Highest quality heavy weight (+
40-50%) inner and outer construction.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your...
(+ info)

65,66 €
46,65 €

Ref.: 000192000

Ref.: 000189000

SPECIAL THICK COTTON BLACK
BELT SHUREIDO ONE END EMBROID.:
Embroidery + size TO BE CHOSEN

SPECIAL THICK SATIN BLACK BELT
SHUREIDO BOTH ENDS EMBR.:
Embroideries + size TO BE CHOSEN

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality SPECIAL
THICK. Approx. 4 to 4,5 mm thick instead
of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5 cm instead of 4,2
cm. Highest quality heavy weight (+
40-50%) inner and outer construction.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in
english... (+ info)

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality SPECIAL
THICK. Approx. 4 to 4,5 mm thick instead
of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5 cm instead of 4,2
cm. Highest quality heavy weight (+
40-50%) inner and outer construction.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in
english... (+ info)

65,66 €

86,74 €

Ref.: 000195000

Ref.: 000198000

SPECIAL THICK COTTON BLACK
BELT SHUREIDO BOTH ENDS EMBR.:
Embroideries + size TO BE CHOSEN

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE in individual box. Special
sizes over 340 cm

First class SHUREIDO black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality SPECIAL
THICK. Approx. 4 to 4,5 mm thick instead
of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5 cm instead of 4,2
cm. Highest quality heavy weight (+
40-50%) inner and outer construction.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in
english... (+ info)

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK. The most exquisite
quality you can imagine for a Karate black
belt! Comes in a beautiful individual black
gift-presentation
box
for
special
occasions. Special Kamikaze Natural Silk
label. Sizes available from 280 cm to 340
cm in steps of 10 by 10 cm. Longer sizes
available
upon
request.
Optional
embroidery of your karate style in... (+
info)

86,74 €
Ref.: 000201000

83,88 €
Ref.: 000204000

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE ONE END EMBROIDERED
UPON REQUEST, All sizes with box.

www.kamikaze.com

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE
BOTH
ENDS
EMBROIDERED UPON REQUEST, All
sizes with box.

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK. The most exquisite
quality you can imagine for a Karate black
belt! Comes in a beautiful individual black
gift-presentation
box
for
special
occasions. Special Kamikaze Natural Silk
label. Sizes available from 280 cm to 340
cm in steps of 10 by 10 cm. Longer sizes
available
upon
request.
Optional
embroidery of your karate style in... (+
info)

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK. The most exquisite
quality you can imagine for a Karate black
belt! Comes in a beautiful individual black
gift-presentation
box
for
special
occasions. Special Kamikaze Natural Silk
label. Sizes available from 280 cm to 340
cm in steps of 10 by 10 cm. Longer sizes
available upon request. Optional... (+
info)

97,44 €

111,53 €

Ref.: 000207000

Ref.: 000210000
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RED & WHITE SPECIAL THICK
COTTON BELT SHUREIDO for 6th Dan,
all sizes

RED & WHITE SPECIAL THICK BELT
SHUREIDO for 6th Dan, ONE END
EMBROIDERED UPON REQUEST

First class SHUREIDO RED & WHITE
belt for 6th Dan in special thick cotton
superior quality. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

First class SHUREIDO RED & WHITE
belt for 6th Dan in special thick cotton
superior quality. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

102,36 €

117,15 €

Ref.: 000213000

Ref.: 000216000

RED & WHITE SPECIAL THICK BELT
SHUREIDO for 6th Dan, BOTH ENDS
EMBROIDERED UPON REQUEST

SHUREIDO competition belt RED color
cotton
including
personalized
embroideries

First class SHUREIDO RED & WHITE
belt for 6th Dan in special thick cotton
superior quality. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

RED or BLUE competition belt from
SHUREIDO in cotton. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and/or
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english included upon
request. Individual sizes in steps of 10
cm.

137,40 €

68,55 €

Ref.: 000219000

Ref.: 000669000

SHUREIDO competition belt BLUE
color cotton including personalized
embroideries

KAMIKAZE competition belt RED
cotton,
special
thick
including
personalized embroideries

RED or BLUE competition belt from
SHUREIDO in cotton. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and/or
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english included upon
request. Individual sizes in steps of 10
cm.

RED or BLUE competition belt from
KAMIKAZE in cotton, special thick.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and/or embroidery of
your name in japanese (katakana) or in
english included upon request. Individual
sizes in steps of 5 cm. Special labels
Kamikaze-Competition.

68,55 €
Ref.: 000670000

37,98 €
Ref.: 000671000

KAMIKAZE competition belt BLUE
cotton,
special
thick
including
personalized embroideries

BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE SHOTOKAN
KARATE DO in Japanese: Silk-satin or
Cotton

RED or BLUE competition belt from
KAMIKAZE in cotton, special thick.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and/or embroidery of
your name in japanese (katakana) or in
english included upon request. Individual
sizes in steps of 5 cm. Special labels
Kamikaze-Competition.

First class KAMIKAZE black belts in silksatin or cotton superior quality.
Embroidered with SHOTOKAN KARATE
DO in japanese (kanji). All sizes available.
Special
style
label
KAMIKAZESHOTOKAN.

42,52 €
Ref.: 000698000

37,98 €
Ref.: 000672000
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BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE SHOTOKAN
RYU KASE HA in Japanese: Silk-satin
or Cotton

KAMIKAZE first class BROWN belt
cotton
including
personalized
embroideries on BOTH ENDS

First class KAMIKAZE black belts in
Cotton or Silk-Satin superior quality.
Embroidered with SHOTOKAN RYU
KASE HA in japanese (kanji). All sizes
available. Special style label KAMIKAZESHOTOKAN RYU KASE HA (SRKH)

BROWN belt first class from KAMIKAZE
in cotton. Embroidery of your karate style
in japanese (kanji) and/or embroidery of
your name in japanese (katakana) or in
english included upon request. Individual
sizes in steps of 10 cm.

42,52 €

51,20 €

Ref.: 000699000

Ref.: 000769000

KAMIKAZE competition belt RED color
cotton, WKF APPROVED all sizes

KAMIKAZE competition belt BLUE
color cotton, WKF APPROVED all sizes
available

Special RED or BLUE COMPETITION
belt from KAMIKAZE in cotton. Special
Kamikaze-Competition
plus
WKFAPPROVED labels. All sizes available.

Special RED or BLUE COMPETITION
belt from KAMIKAZE in cotton. Special
Kamikaze-Competition
plus
WKFAPPROVED labels. All sizes available.

19,63 €
19,63 €

Ref.: 000773000

Ref.: 000774000

Kamikaze Belt
luxurious, black

Presentation

Box

New Kamikaze Presentation box for belts.
This luxurious belt box offers the finest
touch to any rank belt presentation. Black
from the outside and elegant red color
inside. Outside cover black with golden
Kamikaze kanji characters. Whether for
yourself, your student, or a gift to
someone, this outstanding box makes the
perfect presentation. Make the moment
memorable!

Colored belt EXTRA-LARGE (340 cm)
Yellow Orange Green Purple Blue
Brown 7½ / 340 cm
Coloured belts from Kamikaze EXTRALARGE: 340 cm. Green label. Available
colours: Yellow Orange Green Purple
Blue Brown

7,23 €
Ref.: 001457000

11,53 €
Ref.: 001455000

RED or BLUE competition belt from
SHUREIDO, no embroideries 260 cm
280 cm 300 cm 320 cm 330 cm 340 cm
RED or BLUE competition belt from
SHUREIDO in cotton superior quality.
PLAIN without embroideries. Optional
without WKF Approved label. Please
indicate the required length in steps of 10
cm.

2-Colored belt for adults Whi-Yel YelOra Ora-Gre Gre-Blu Blu-Bro 5 / 290 cm
Two-coloured belts from Kamikaze in
adult size 290 cm. All colors available.
Green label.

7,23 €
Ref.: 001614000

31,78 €
Ref.: 001583000
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KAMIKAZE competition belt KATA
MASTER, silk-satin, WKF Approved

KAMIKAZE competition belt KUMITE
FIGHTER silk-satin, WKF Approved

Special competition belt KAMIKAZE
"KATA-MASTER", RED or BLUE in SILKSATIN finishing. Extra heavy and wide
(4.5cm) with 12 stitchig lines. KamikazeCompetition belt for KATA. Comes with
FINEST QUALITY "KATA-MASTER" plus
WKF-APPROVED
label.
All
sizes
available. Note: We recommend to
moisten the knot the first times before
tightening it up so to avoid loosening of
the knot.

Special competition belt KAMIKAZE
"KUMITE-FIGHTER", RED or BLUE in
SILK-SATIN finishing. Extra light and
narrow (4 cm) ideal for quick fighting
techniques . Kamikaze-Competition belt
for KUMITE. Comes with FINEST
QUALITY "KUMITE FIGHTER" plus WKFAPPROVED label. All sizes available.
Note: We recommend to moisten the knot
the first times before tightening it up so
to... (+ info)

33,51 €

22,77 €

Ref.: 001615000

Ref.: 001626000

RED or BLUE competition belt from
SHUREIDO for KATA Special Thick, no
embroideries 260 270 280 290 300 310
320 cm

RED & WHITE SPECIAL THICK
COTTON BELT KAMIKAZE for 6th Dan,
all sizes

RED or BLUE competition belt Special
Thick (BST) for KATA WKF Approved
from SHUREIDO in cotton superior
quality. Approx. 4 to 4,5 mm thick instead
of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5 cm instead of 4,2
cm. Highest quality heavy weight (+
40-50%) inner and outer construction.

First class KAMIKAZE RED & WHITE belt
for 6th Dan in special thick (5 mm) cotton
superior
quality.
Width
4,5
cm.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes in steps of
10 cm.

40,87 €

77,23 €

Ref.: 001767000

Ref.: 001792000

RED & WHITE SPECIAL THICK BELT
KAMIKAZE for 6th Dan, ONE END
EMBROIDERED UPON REQUEST

RED & WHITE SPECIAL THICK BELT
KAMIKAZE for 6th Dan, BOTH ENDS
EMBROIDERED UPON REQUEST

First class KAMIKAZE RED & WHITE belt
for 6th Dan in special thick (5 mm) cotton
superior
quality.
Width
4,5
cm.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes in steps of
10 cm.

First class KAMIKAZE RED & WHITE belt
for 6th Dan in special thick (5 mm) cotton
superior
quality.
Width
4,5
cm.
Embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in english
upon request. Individual sizes in steps of
10 cm.

90,50 €

102,44 €

Ref.: 001793000

Ref.: 001794000

BROWN BELT SHUREIDO, cotton
260cm 270cm 280cm 290cm 300cm
310cm 320cm 330cm 340cm 350cm

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE in individual box 280cm
290cm 300cm 310cm 320cm 330cm
340cm

First class SHUREIDO brown belts in
cotton superior quality. Embroidery of
your karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

14,05 €
Ref.: 001811000

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK. The most exquisite
quality you can imagine for a Karate black
belt! Comes in a beautiful individual black
gift-presentation
box
for
special
occasions. Special Kamikaze Natural Silk
label. Sizes available from 280 cm to 340
cm in steps of 10 by 10 cm. Longer sizes
available upon request. Optional... (+
info)

86,74 €
Ref.: 001898000
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KAMIKAZE color belt
personalized embroideries

including

Basic KAMIKAZE color belt, including
embroidery of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and/or embroidery of
your name in japanese (katakana) or in
english. The embroidery will be done
stitching through the belt. All coors
available. Available sizes for one-color
belts: 240/250 cm, 290 cm, 310 cm or 340
cm. For two-colored belts: 240/250 cm or
290 cm. Please indicate the desired color,
the required length and all details for
your... (+ info)

Pack 2 Competition belts SHUREIDO
for KATA WKF Approved: RED and
BLUE, Special Thick BST 4/270cm
4,5/280cm 5/290cm 5,5/300cm 6/310cm
6,5/320 cm
Pack 2 Competition belts SHUREIDO for
KATA WKF Approved: RED and BLUE,
Special Thick BST RED and BLUE
competition belt Special Thick (BST) for
KATA WKF Approved from SHUREIDO in
cotton superior quality. Approx. 4 to 4,5
mm thick instead of 3,5 mm. Width: 4,5
cm instead of 4,2... (+ info)

81,74 €
24,59 €

Ref.: 002088000

Ref.: 002032000

Cotton BROWN BELT KAMIKAZE
superior quality 260cm 270cm 280cm
290cm 300cm 310cm 320cm 330cm
340cm 350cm
First class KAMIKAZE PLAIN brown belt
in 100% COTTON superior quality. All
sizes available. Comes with black
Kamikaze-JKA label. Special labels
available for Shotokan Dento Karate Do,
SKI,
Shotokan
Ryu
Kase
Ha,
Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.

20,62 €
Ref.: 002112000

Cotton BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
SPECIAL THICK BST, NEW LIFE
Premium Quality 260cm 270cm 280cm
290cm 300cm 310cm 320cm 330cm
340cm 350cm
Premium class KAMIKAZE PLAIN black
belt in 100% SPECIAL THICK COTTON.
Comes with black Kamikaze-NEW LIFE
Premium Quality label. Special labels
available for Shotokan Dento Karate Do,
SKI, SRKH, WKSA, Kyokushinkai and
Shito Ryu. Available in all length.
Thickness approx. 4 to 4,5 mm. Width:
4,5... (+ info)

54,01 €
Ref.: 002125000

Cotton BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
SPECIAL THICK, Premium Quality,
Embroidery one end to be CHOSEN

Cotton BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
SPECIAL THICK Premium, Embroidery
both ends to be CHOSEN

Premium class KAMIKAZE black belt in
100% SPECIAL THICK COTTON.
EMBROIDERY of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in English
upon request. Comes with black
Kamikaze-NEW LIFE Premium Quality
label. Special labels available for
Shotokan Dento Karate Do, SKI, SRKH,
WKSA, Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.... (+
info)

Premium class KAMIKAZE black belt in
100% SPECIAL THICK COTTON.
EMBROIDERY of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in English
upon request. Comes with black
Kamikaze-NEW LIFE Premium Quality
label. Special labels available for
Shotokan Dento Karate Do, SKI, SRKH,
WKSA, Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.... (+
info)

60,74 €

74,34 €

Ref.: 002126000

Ref.: 002127000

BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE silk-satin
embroidery
JAPAN
KARATE
ASSOCIATION (JKA) in Japanese kanji

KAMIKAZE first class BROWN belt
cotton
including
personalized
embroideries on ONE END

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in silksatin superior quality. Embroidered with
JAPAN KARATE ASSOCIATION (JKA) in
japanese (kanji). All sizes available.
Special style label KAMIKAZE-JKA.

BROWN belt first class from KAMIKAZE
in cotton. Embroidery of your karate style
in japanese (kanji) and/or embroidery of
your name in japanese (katakana) or in
english included upon request. Individual
sizes in steps of 10 cm.

42,52 €
Ref.: 002129000

43,60 €
Ref.: 002131000
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KAMIKAZE KATA competition belt
Special competition belt KAMIKAZE
KATA, 100% cotton, special thick BST
"NEW LIFE Premium", RED or BLUE.
Extra heavy and wide (4.5cm) with 11
stitching lines. Comes with PREMIUM
"NEW LIFE" plus WKF-APPROVED
labels. All sizes available.

33,51 €
Ref.: 002132000

Silk-satin BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
SPECIAL THICK BST, NEW LIFE
Premium Quality 260cm 270cm 280cm
290cm 300cm 310cm 320cm 330cm
340cm 350cm
Premium class KAMIKAZE PLAIN black
belt SPECIAL THICK, outer material:
SILK-SATIN. Comes with black KamikazeNEW LIFE Premium Quality label. Special
labels available for Shotokan Dento
Karate Do, SKI, SRKH, WKSA,
Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu. Available in
all length. Thickness approx.... (+ info)

54,01 €
Ref.: 002134000

Silk-satin BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
SPECIAL THICK, Premium Quality,
your Embroidery on one end

Silk-satin BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE
SPECIAL THICK, Premium Quality,
BOTH ENDS EMBROIDERED

Premium class KAMIKAZE PLAIN black
belt SPECIAL THICK, SILK-SATIN.
EMBROIDERY of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in English
upon request. Comes with black
Kamikaze-NEW LIFE Premium Quality
label. Special labels available for
Shotokan Dento Karate Do, SKI, SRKH,
WKSA, Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.... (+
info)

Premium class KAMIKAZE PLAIN black
belt SPECIAL THICK, SILK-SATIN.
EMBROIDERY of your karate style in
japanese (kanji) and embroidery of your
name in japanese (katakana) or in English
upon request. Comes with black
Kamikaze-NEW LIFE Premium Quality
label. Special labels available for
Shotokan Dento Karate Do, SKI, SRKH,
WKSA, Kyokushinkai and Shito Ryu.... (+
info)

60,74 €

74,34 €

Ref.: 002135000

Ref.: 002136000

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE SPECIAL THICK BST NEW
LIFE Premium Quality, with box

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE SPECIAL THICK BST
Premium, your Embroidery on one end

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK - SPECIAL THICK BST,
NEW LIFE Premium Quality. The most
exquisite quality you can imagine for a
Karate black belt! Comes in a beautiful
individual black gift-presentation box for
special occasions. Special Kamikaze Pure
Silk NEW LIFE Premium Quality label. All
sizes available in steps of 10 by 10 cm
upon request. Optional embroidery of
your... (+ info)

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK - SPECIAL THICK BST,
NEW LIFE Premium Quality. The most
exquisite quality you can imagine for a
Karate black belt! Comes in a beautiful
individual black gift-presentation box for
special occasions. Special Kamikaze Pure
Silk NEW LIFE Premium Quality label. All
sizes available in steps of 10 by 10 cm...
(+ info)

119,79 €
104,34 €

Ref.: 002138000

Ref.: 002137000

NATURAL
SILK
BLACK
BELT
KAMIKAZE SPECIAL THICK BST
Premium, BOTH ENDS EMBROIDERED

RED, WHITE AND BLACK SPECIAL
THICK COTTON BELT SHUREIDO for
RENSHI, all sizes

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in
NATURAL SILK - SPECIAL THICK BST,
NEW LIFE Premium Quality. The most
exquisite quality you can imagine for a
Karate black belt! Comes in a beautiful
individual black gift-presentation box for
special occasions. Special Kamikaze Pure
Silk NEW LIFE Premium Quality label. All
sizes available in steps of 10 by 10 cm...
(+ info)

First class SHUREIDO RED, WHITE &
BLACK belt for RENSHI. red and white
divided longitudinally on the front side and
black on the back side, in special thick
cotton superior quality. Embroidery of
your karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

102,36 €
135,33 €

Ref.: 002145000

Ref.: 002139000
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RED, WHITE AND BLACK SPECIAL
THICK COTTON BELT SHUREIDO for
RENSHI, ONE END EMBROIDERED

RED,WHITE AND BLACK SPECIAL
THICK COTTON BELT SHUREIDO for
RENSHI, BOTH ENDS EMBROIDERED

First class SHUREIDO RED, WHITE &
BLACK belt for RENSHI. red and white
divided longitudinally on the front side and
black on the back side, in special thick
cotton superior quality. Embroidery of
your karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

First class SHUREIDO RED, WHITE &
BLACK belt for RENSHI. red and white
divided longitudinally on the front side and
black on the back side, in special thick
cotton superior quality. Embroidery of
your karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

117,15 €

137,40 €

Ref.: 002146000

Ref.: 002147000

RED, WHITE AND BLACK SPECIAL
THICK COTTON BELT KAMIKAZE for
RENSHI, all sizes

RED, WHITE AND BLACK SPECIAL
THICK COTTON BELT KAMIKAZE for
RENSHI, ONE end embroidered

First class KAMIKAZE RED, WHITE &
BLACK belt for RENSHI. Red and white
divided longitudinally on the front side and
black on the back side, in special thick
cotton superior quality. NEW LIFE
Premium Quality. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

First class KAMIKAZE RED, WHITE &
BLACK belt for RENSHI. Red and white
divided longitudinally on the front side and
black on the back side, in special thick
cotton superior quality. NEW LIFE
Premium Quality. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

74,59 €

87,56 €

Ref.: 002148000

Ref.: 002149000

RED, WHITE AND BLACK SPECIAL
THICK COTTON BELT KAMIKAZE for
RENSHI, BOTH ends embroidered

BLACK BELT KAMIKAZE silk-satin
embroidery SHITO RYU KARATE DO in
Japanese kanji

First class KAMIKAZE RED, WHITE &
BLACK belt for RENSHI. Red and white
divided longitudinally on the front side and
black on the back side, in special thick
cotton superior quality. NEW LIFE
Premium Quality. Embroidery of your
karate style in japanese (kanji) and
embroidery of your name in japanese
(katakana) or in english upon request.
Individual sizes in steps of 10 cm.

First class KAMIKAZE black belt in silksatin superior quality. Embroidered with
SHITO RYU KARATE DO in japanese
(kanji). All sizes available. Special style
label KAMIKAZE-SHITO RYU.

42,52 €
Ref.: 002163000

100,74 €
Ref.: 002150000

KAMIKAZE competition belt NEW
FIGHTER made for KUMITE, WKF
APPROVED, red or blue
Special competition belt KAMIKAZE
"NEW-FIGHTER made for KUMITE", RED
or BLUE in 100% cotton. Extra light and
narrow (4 cm) ideal for quick fighting
techniques . Kamikaze-Competition belt
for KUMITE. Comes with special "NEWFIGHTER made for KUMITE" plus WKFAPPROVED label. All sizes available.

18,14 €

Pack 2 Competition belts KAMIKAZE
KATA: RED + BLUE
Pack 2 Competition belts KAMIKAZE for
KATA WKF Approved: RED and BLUE,
Cotton Special Thick BST "NEW LIFE
Premium". Extra heavy and wide (4.5cm)
with 11 stitching lines. Comes with
PREMIUM "NEW LIFE" plus WKFAPPROVED labels. Please indicate the
size of your choice: 3½ / 260cm, 4 /
270cm, 4½ / 280cm, 5 / 290cm, 5½ /
300cm, 6 / 310cm, 6½ / 320cm, 7 /
330cm, 7½ / 340cm. Thank you.

Ref.: 002191000

57,40 €
Ref.: 002203000
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Pack 2 Competition belts KAMIKAZE
KUMITE: RED + BLUE, NEW FIGHTER,
WKF APPROVED

Pack 2 Competition belts KAMIKAZE:
RED + BLUE, COMPETITION WKF
APPROVED

Pack 2 Competition belts KAMIKAZE
"NEW-FIGHTER made for KUMITE": RED
+ BLUE, WKF APPROVED. Extra light
and narrow (4 cm) ideal for quick fighting
techniques . Kamikaze-Competition belt
for KUMITE. Comes with FINEST
QUALITY "KUMITE FIGHTER" plus WKFAPPROVED label. Please indicate the
size of your choice: 3½ / 260cm, 4 /
270cm, 4½ / 280cm, 5 /... (+ info)

Pack 2 Competition belts KAMIKAZE
COMPETITION: RED + BLUE, WKF
APPROVED. Universal width 4,2 cm.
Comes with KAMIKAZE-COMPETITION
plus WKF-APPROVED label. Please
indicate the size of your choice: 3½ /
260cm, 4½ / 280cm, 5 / 290cm, 5½ /
300cm, 6½ / 320cm. Thank you.

34,71 €
Ref.: 002220000

31,78 €
Ref.: 002209000
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Special KARATE BAG KAMIKAZE for
championships and courses 63 x 26 x
30 cm, black or red

Sports wear Accessories

The famous KAMIKAZE SPORTS BAG.
Comes now in a NEW DESIGN! Two
sizes: BIG ( 63 x 26 x 30 cm): Perfect for
short trips, courses and championships or
SMALL (48 x 21 x 23 cm): Perfect for
daily training and for children. Available in
black or red.

29,71 €
Ref.: 000222000

Special KARATE BAG KAMIKAZE for
daily training and/or children 48x21x23
cm, black or red
The famous KAMIKAZE SPORTS BAG.
Comes now in a NEW DESIGN! Two
sizes: BIG ( 63 x 26 x 30 cm): Perfect for
short trips, courses and championships or
SMALL (48 x 21 x 23 cm): Perfect for
daily training and for children. Available in
black or red.

Embroidered style badge Kyokushinkai
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Kyokushinkai. Approx. 6,5 x 14,7
cm

2,89 €
Ref.: 000240000

25,58 €
Ref.: 000225000

Dojo scrolls (kakemono) with Japanese
characters. With English translation

Poster master Gichin Funakoshi, black
and white, 45x60 cm

Dojo scrolls (kakemono) with Japanese
characters written by the masters of
Karate. Size 31x42 cm (DIN A-3). Very
special paper quality. Includes english
translation.

Poster master Gichin Funakoshi, black
and white, 45x60 cm

5,37 €
Ref.: 000246000

5,58 €
Ref.: 000243000

Poster-collage master Taiji Kase, color,
40x70 cm (Shotokan ryu kase ha)
Poster-collage master Taiji Kase, color,
40x70 cm (Shotokan Ryu Kase Ha). Very
nice graphic design with images of the
following masters: Funakoshi Gichin,
Funakoshi Yoshitaka, Okuyama and Kase
Taiji

Kamikaze-keyring
Kamikaze
keyring
"KARATE-DO",
methacrylate, 70 x 26 x 10 mm

2,15 €
Ref.: 000845000

7,64 €
Ref.: 000249000
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Electronic
scoreboard
(2017)

tabletop
portable
for competitions WKF

Electronic tabletop portable scoreboard
for competitions WKF (updated to
2017-rules). Ideal for karate tournaments.
HEIGHT OF DIGITS: [9cm], easily visible
for over 30m. Scores: YUKO, WAZA-ARI,
IPPON, for adding +1, +2 or +3 points
respectively. SENSHU displayed in the
tens digit. Cautions/Penalties: CAT1 and
CAT2. Contest time programmable.
Acoustic signal to indicate "xx seconds
to... (+ info)

Hachimaki (Forehead band) Kamikaze Rising Sun, WHITE, 7 x 110 cm
Hachimaki (Japanese Forehead band)
Kamikaze - Rising Sun, WHITE, 7 x 110
cm

4,75 €
Ref.: 001062000

450,41 €
Ref.: 001043000

Hachimaki (Forehead band) Kamikaze Rising Sun, BLACK, 7 x 110 cm
Hachimaki (Forehead band) Kamikaze Rising Sun, BLACK, 7 x 110 cm

Transport case (60x40cm)
Carrying case for the electronic tabletop
portable scoreboard for competitions
WKF. Size: 60x40x11,4cm. - Weight:
2.5kg.

4,75 €
Ref.: 001063000

57,77 €
Ref.: 001272000

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 12V/7Ah
with connectors

BATTERY CHARGER 230/13.8Vdc ,
Euro plug

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 12V/7Ah
with
connectors.
For
electronic
scoreboard. Size: 15x12x6,5cm. - Weight:
2.2kg.

BATTERY CHARGER 230/13.8Vdc , Euro
plug. Weight: 0.5kg.

40,45 €
Ref.: 001274000

71,49 €
Ref.: 001273000

Pack of 100 personalized, embroidered
club/dojo badges
Pack of 100 personalized, embroidered
club/dojo badges. Please send us the
design of your club, dojo, association
badge in good quality and resolution by
email. No set-up fees! Don't forget to
indicate the desired exact size for the
badges!

Pack of 100 personalized, embroidered
club/dojo
badges
(INCLUDES
KAMIKAZE-ADVERTISING)
Pack of 100 personalized, embroidered
club/dojo badges. Please send us the
design of your club, dojo, association
badge in good quality and resolution by
email. No set-up fees! Don't forget to
indicate the desired exact size for the
badges!

292,45 €
Ref.: 001315000

213,21 €
Ref.: 001324000
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BATH TOWEL KARATE-DÔ from
KAMIKAZE, red, 100% cotton 70 x 140
cm (515 gr.)
BATH TOWEL KARATE-DÔ from
KAMIKAZE, red, 70 x 140 cm, 515 gr.
Soft and comfortable, high quality 100%
cotton. A perfect gift!

18,14 €
Ref.: 001579000

Traditional
cedar
Geta
KAMIKAZE, handmade. Siz S

from

Traditional cedar Geta from KAMIKAZE,
handmade. An ideal gift for any karateka
and lovers of Japanese tradition. An
exclusive article by KAMIKAZE, that can
be obtained right now in the size you
want. Whether you decorate your dojo, or
use it at home or in the gym, these
sandals are the perfect complement for
any karateka. Weight approx. 200 g each
item. Size S (36-39)

83,02 €
Ref.: 001693000

Traditional Zori made of straw, Xshape. Sizes 35/36 37/38 39/40 41/42
43/44 45/46
Traditional natural rice straw Zori. X-type
with rubber sole. Perfect to be used in the
dojo, changing room and at home. Before
and after training. Makes your feet relax
and breath. Sizes: 35/36 37/38 39/40
41/42 43/44 45/46. We recommend to
order your new Zoris one size bigger than
your usual shoe size. NO return or size
exchange is allowed once the product has
been opened!

Kamikaze-keyring
Kamikaze-keyring "for KIDS". Piece of
real color belt . Length 10 cm, width 4 cm.
For kyu grades. Available colors: Yellow,
orange, green, blue, brown. A nice gift for
the grading ceremony and to show your
kyu grade to others!

3,26 €
Ref.: 001902000

13,60 €
Ref.: 001748000

Kamikaze-keyring
Kamikaze-keyring "Black belt". Piece of
real Kamikaze black belt. Length 10 cm,
width 4 cm. For Dan grades. Available ryu
ha style lables: JKA (Japan Karate
Association) - Shotokan Karate Do Shotokan Ryu Kase Ha - Shito Ryu Kyokushinkai. A nice gift for the grading
ceremony and to show your black belt
grade to others!

3,26 €
Ref.: 001904000

OSS! Enamel design karate bag
Kamikaze-Tokyodo, 46 x 19 x 32 cm,
black, embroidered
OSS! Enamel design fashion karate bag
Kamikaze-Tokyodo, 46 x 19 x 32 cm,
black, embroidered with the Kamikaze
logo and Japanese-kanji and printed with
OSS! in Japanese-kanji and the text
"Believing your own way as only true way,
shall lead you to great strength and
wisdom. osu!" in red and white. Very
elegant and stylish. One big outer pocketsleeve with zip plus one big inner... (+
info)

40,91 €
Ref.: 001990000

Embroidered style badge Shotokan
JKA
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Shotokan JKA with tiger. Diameter:
approx. 9,7 cm

Embroidered style badge JKA
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Shotokan JKA without tiger.
Diameter: Approx. 7,3 cm

2,89 €
2,89 €

Ref.: 002003000

Ref.: 002002000
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Embroidered style badge Shotokan SKI
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Shotokan Karate International (SKI).
Diameter: Approx.: 7,7 cm

2,89 €

Embroidered style badge Kase Ha
Shotokan Ryu (WKSA / SRKHIA /
KSKA)
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Shotokan Ryu Kase Ha "GI" (WKSASRKH-KSKA). Diameter approx. 7,3 cm

Ref.: 002004000

1,61 € 2,56 €
Ref.: 002005000

Embroidered
(Higaonna)

style

badge

Gojuryu

Embroidered style badge Gojuryu with
Fist

Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Gojuryu (master Higaonna).
Diameter: Approx. 7,2 cm

Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Gojuryu (Fist). 12,5 x 12,5 cm.

2,89 €
2,89 €

Ref.: 002007000

Ref.: 002006000

Embroidered style badge Shitoryu
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Shitoryu/kai. Diameter: approx. 8
cm

Embroidered style badge Wadoryu
(Wadokai)
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Wadoryu/kai: Diameter: Approx.: 7,7
cm

2,89 €
Ref.: 002008000

1,61 € 2,56 €
Ref.: 002009000

T-SHIRT from SHUREIDO-Okinawa,
OKINAWA KARATE RYU, black, size M

WASH BAG KAMIKAZE 24 x 17 x 9 cm,
Tokyo Special Edition, black or red

T-SHIRT imported from SHUREIDOOkinawa, Japan, OKINAWA KARATE
RYU, black, size M. Shorinryu,
Matsubayashiryu, Uechiryu, Gojuryu,
Shorinryu, Kobudo, Karatedo

WASH BAG KAMIKAZE 24 x 17 x 9 cm,
Tokyo Special Edition. Outside material
100% heavy canvas cotton, original cloth
used for karategis. Inside material
Cordura 600D washable. With three
inside pockets. Comes with two elegant
color embroideries, one for the Kamikaze
logo and the other one for the special
series of Kamikaze articles Tokyo Special
Edition. Available in black or red.

18,93 €
Ref.: 002015000

16,32 €
Ref.: 002053000
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Pack 15 WASH BAGS KAMIKAZE,
Tokyo Special Edition, EMBROIDERED
WITH YOUR LOGO!

NEW KAMIKAZE SPORTS BAG AND
BACKPACK TOKYO SPECIAL EDITION,
black or red 65 x 33 x 29 cm

Pack 15 WASH BAGS KAMIKAZE 24 x
17 x 9 cm, Tokyo Special Edition.
EMBROIDERED WITH YOUR LOGO
(CLUB, STYLE, ASSOCIATION, etc.)!
Outside material 100% heavy canvas
cotton, original cloth used for karategis.
Inside material Cordura 600D washable.
With three inside pockets. Comes with
two elegant color embroideries, one for
the Kamikaze logo and the other one for...
(+ info)

NEW KAMIKAZE SPORTS BAG AND
BACKPACK TOKYO SPECIAL EDITION.
XL size (65 x 33 x 29 cm) so to be able to
hold all your Karate equipment. Can be
carried using traditional handles, shoulder
strap or as backpack. Comes with 4
additional pockets (3 exterior pockets in
different sizes plus one interior pocket).
Elegantly embroidered in various colors
with the Kamikaze logo and the Tokyo...
(+ info)

241,25 €

45,37 €

Ref.: 002070000

Ref.: 002075000

T-SHIRT from SHUREIDO-Okinawa,
OKINAWA KARATE & KOBUDO, white,
size M

KIT to upgrade an old PS Karatescoreboard to the new WKF rules.
Effective as from 2017

T-SHIRT imported from SHUREIDOOkinawa, Japan, OKINAWA KARATE &
KOBUDO weapons, white, size M.

KIT to upgrade an old PS Karate
scoreboard to the new WKF rules.
Effective as from 2017.

18,93 €

109,84 €

Ref.: 002080000

Ref.: 002085000

GYM BAG - BACKPACK KAMIKAZE
NEW LIFE 47 x 35 cm, black or white

Kamikaze T-Shirt special Vintage
edition since 1987 - 35th Anniversary,
black, size S M L XL

GYM BAG - BACKPACK KAMIKAZE
NEW LIFE 47 x 35 cm. With convenient
smartphone pocket (18x12cm). Available
in black or white

12,11 €
Ref.: 002155000

Kamikaze T-Shirt special Vintage edition
since 1987 - 35th Anniversary. First class
T-Shirt, 100% cotton, 180-190 gramms
embroidered with the Kamikaze logo in
red color on the left side of the chest.
Classic KAMIKAZE - LINE label. Color:
Black. Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

13,14 €
Ref.: 002257000

Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO - JKA for
Karate, 70 x 30 x 25 cm, black

Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO
Karate, 70 x 30 x 25 cm, black

for

Sports Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO,
model JKA for Karate, large capacity: 70 x
30 x 25 cm, black. It bears the embroidery
of the logo of the Nihon Karate Kyokai Japan Karate Association (JKA). In
addition to the large main compartment, it
has several additional compartments for
shin guards, gloves, clean clothes, water
bottles and documents. Ideal for training,
travel, courses and championships.

Sports Bag and Backpack TOKAIDO for
Karate, large capacity: 70 x 30 x 25 cm,
black. It bears the embroidery of the
Tokaido brand logo. In addition to the
large main compartment, it has several
additional compartments for shin guards,
gloves, clean clothes, water bottles and
documents. Ideal for training, travel,
courses and championships.

49,50 €
49,50 €

Ref.: 002267000

Ref.: 002266000
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Karate MITT KAMIKAZE-WUKO, leather
Sizes S M L XL

Karate protectors

Kamikaze fist protector "WUKO", leather,
very
resistant.
Many
Shotokan
organizations use this model for their
competitions. Straight padding, approx. 1
cm thickness. All sizes available.

10,33 €
Ref.: 000100000

Karate MITT KAMIKAZE-SHOTOKAN
white Sizes S M L XL

SHIN & ANKLE GUARD KAMIKAZE
with FOOT PROTECTOR, Sizes S M L

Kamikaze fist protector KAMIKAZESHOTOKAN. Light and comfortable.
WHITE. Round shape model. Many
Shotokan organizations use this model for
their competitions. Thick and round
padding, approx. 5 cm thickness. All sizes
available.

Kamikaze SHIN & ANKLE GUARD with
footprotector, white, for daily training.
Sizes S, M, L

16,49 €
Ref.: 000117000

19,21 €
Ref.: 000106000

Official FOREARM protector Spanisch
Karate Federation, tubular, Sizes S, M,
L
Official FOREARM protector Spanisch
Karate Federation, tubular, pair, all sizes
available

10,54 €
Ref.: 000124000

Professional
KAMIKAZE
GUARD custom fit ICE BLUE

MOUTH

Profesional KAMIKAZE MOUTH GUARD
custom fit. CE. Anti-Shock Custom-Fitted
Design. Helps prevent impact injuries to
teeth, mouth & jaw. Contour fits to the
shape of each tooth. Allows to talk and
breath freely. Ergonomically designed.
Color: ice blue.

10,62 €
Ref.: 000126000

Anatomic
PROTEXSMILE
MOUTH
GUARD custom fit, high protection

SIMPLE MOUTH GUARD, youth and
adults, yellow with box

Anatomic
PROTEXSMILE
MOUTH
GUARD custom fit, high protection. Made
of special biocompatible thermoplastic
polymer. Its exclusive anatomical shape
guarantees excellent stability in the
mouth. To be customized in hot water
(refer to instructions included).

SIMPLE MOUTH GUARD with carrying
case for youth and adults.

3,10 €
Ref.: 000132000

16,94 €
Ref.: 000129000
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DOUBLE MOUTH GUARD, all ages

GROIN PROTECTOR, Sizes S M L

DOUBLE MOUTH GUARD with carrying
case, for all ages.

GROIN PROTECTOR, all sizes available

11,36 €
4,09 €

Ref.: 000138000

Ref.: 000135000

BREAST GUARD KAMIKAZE for ladies,
Sizes S M L
BREAST GUARD KAMIKAZE for ladies,
all sizes available

24,75 €
Ref.: 000153000

BREAST
GUARD
MAXI
guard
Kamikaze, official model Spain, for
ladies, Sizes XS S M L
BREAST GUARD MAXI guard Kamikaze
for ladies official modell for Spain. All
sizes available (XS, S, M, L). Guards
easily fitted or removed while cover is on
body. The Maxi Guard cover has plenty of
stretch so the cover is fitted first, then the
guard is inserted between the front layers
of fabric, and removed after competition
or training, to further aid cooling. It is not
necessary to wear a bra... (+ info)

45,41 €
Ref.: 000156000

BREAST GUARD ECONO guard for
ladies, Sizes XS S M L XL

Kamikaze - MAXI cover (top for ladies),
Sizes XS S-M L-XL

BREAST GUARD ECONO (CE Approved)
guard for ladies, all sizes available (XS, S,
M, L, XL). No heavy padding needed with
Econo Guard as the protector is a neat
and 'correct' fit on the body. It's a
onepiece guard made from strong, yet
flexible, low-density polyethylene, (LDPE),
and held in place with adjustable elastic
straps. To avoid possible skin abrasion it
is recommended that a light bra or vest be
worn under this protector. Protects the
full... (+ info)

Top for ladies without the protector to be
used in your other favourite sports like
aerobic, dancing, etc.... All sizes available
(XS, S, M, L). Guards easily fitted or
removed while cover is on body. The Maxi
Guard cover has plenty of stretch so the
cover is fitted first, then the guard is
inserted between the front layers of fabric,
and removed after competition or training,
to further aid cooling.

29,30 €
Ref.: 000693000

30,12 €
Ref.: 000688000
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Karate MITT TOKAIDO, WKF Approved,
red. Sizes XS S M L XL

Karate MITT TOKAIDO, WKF Approved,
blue. Sizes XS S M L XL

Karate MITT TOKAIDO, approved by
WKF (World Karate Federation) WKF
Approved. Red or blue.

Karate MITT TOKAIDO, approved by
WKF (World Karate Federation) WKF
Approved. Red or blue.

22,27 €

22,27 €

Ref.: 000928000

Ref.: 000929000
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Shin- and foot protector, combined,
TOKAIDO, WKF Approved, red. Sizes
XS S M L XL

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
TOKAIDO, WKF Approved, blue. Sizes
XS S M L XL

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
TOKAIDO, approved by WKF (World
Karate Federation). WKF Approved. Red
or blue. All sizes available.

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
TOKAIDO, approved by WKF (World
Karate Federation). WKF Approved. Red
or blue. All sizes available.

33,80 €

33,80 €

Ref.: 000945000

Ref.: 000946000

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
KAMIKAZE (RFEK approved) blue
Sizes XS S M L XL

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
KAMIKAZE (RFEK approved) red, Sizes
XS S M L XL

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
KAMIKAZE, modell "WKF", Manufactured
according to the RFEK and WKF
specifications. RFEK (Spanish Karate
Federation) approved. Red or blue. All
sizes available.

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
KAMIKAZE, modell "WKF", Manufactured
according to the RFEK and WKF
specifications. RFEK (Spanish Karate
Federation) approved. Red or blue. All
sizes available.

27,27 €

27,27 €

Ref.: 000957000

Ref.: 000958000

Head guard for children, official model
Spanish Karate Federation, Sizes XS S
M L XL

SIMPLE
MOUTH
GUARD
FOR
CHILDREN, yellow or orange with box

Head guard for children, official model
Spanish Karate Federation, white, all
sizes available.

SIMPLE
MOUTH
GUARD
FOR
CHILDREN, yellow or orange with box carrying case. Perfect for children up to
10 years old and in case of light contacts
only.

39,59 €
Ref.: 001051000

3,02 €
Ref.: 001160000

KAMIKAZE FITTED MOUTH GUARD for
BRACES
KAMIKAZE FITTED MOUTH GUARD for
BRACES, in black colour, with carrying
case. Features two separate materials.
The upper part of the Mouthguard that
touches the braces will not change shape
after boiling, therefore it will not get
caught under the braces’ wire. The lower
part of the Mouthguard is custom fitted to
the bottom of the teeth after boiling.
Provides outstanding protection against
tooth
injury,
jaw
injury,
mouth
contusions... (+ info)

Official BODY PROTECTOR Spanisch
Karate
Federation,
white
for
children/juvenil, Sizes XS S M L
Official BODY PROTECTOR KAMIKAZE
Royal Spanisch Karate Federation, white
for children/juvenil, Sizes XS S M L. New
model. More protection and easier closing
system.

23,93 €
Ref.: 001198000

14,79 €
Ref.: 001161000
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Karate MITT KAMIKAZE - WKF style
with thumb (RFEK approved), blue
Sizes XS S M L XL

Karate MITT KAMIKAZE - WKF style
with thumb (RFEK approved), red,
sizes XS S M L XL

Kamikaze fist protector "WKF" style. Light
and comfortable. With thumb protector.
Red or blue. All sizes available.
Manufactured according to the RFEK and
WKF specifications. RFEK approved.

Kamikaze fist protector "WKF" style. Light
and comfortable. With thumb protector.
Red or blue. All sizes available.
Manufactured according to the RFEK and
WKF specifications. RFEK approved.

20,87 €

20,87 €

Ref.: 001696000

Ref.: 001697000

Shin- and foot protector, combined,
SHUREIDO, approved by WKF blue
Sizes S

BREAST GUARD MAXI guard Shureido,
WKF Approved, for ladies, Sizes XS S
ML

Shin- and foot protector, combined
SHUREIDO, WKF Approved (World
Karate Federation). Red or blue. All sizes
available.

BREAST GUARD MAXI guard Shureido
for ladies (CE Approved) WKF Approved.
All sizes available (XS, S, M, L). Guards
easily fitted or removed while cover is on
body. The Maxi Guard cover has plenty of
stretch so the cover is fitted first, then the
guard is inserted between the front layers
of fabric, and removed after competition
or training, to further aid cooling. It is not
necessary to wear a bra... (+ info)

35,12 €
Ref.: 001762000

53,51 €
Ref.: 001790000

Foot protectors KAMIKAZE, to be
combined with shin protectors, WKF
style, red Sizes S M L XL

Foot protectors KAMIKAZE, to be
combined with shin protectors, WKF
style, blue Sizes S M L XL

Foot protectors KAMIKAZE, to be
attached to the shin protectors using
velcro
closings,
model
"WKF",
Manufactured according to the RFEK
(Spanish Karate Federation) and WKF
(World Karate Federation) specifications.
Red or blue. All sizes available.

Foot protectors KAMIKAZE, to be
attached to the shin protectors using
velcro
closings,
model
"WKF",
Manufactured according to the RFEK
(Spanish Karate Federation) and WKF
(World Karate Federation) specifications.
Red or blue. All sizes available.

15,29 €

15,29 €

Ref.: 001839000

Ref.: 001840000

WKF Approved Shureido BodyGuard
Ultra Lightweight chest protector for
Karate, Sizes XS S M L XL

Pack KAMIKAZE mitts with thumb and
shin and foot protector, red and blue
(RFEK approved)

WKF Approved Shureido Chest protector
BodyGuard Ultra Lightweight for Karate,
official and obligatory model for all
categories Cadet, Junior, -21 and Senior.
CE Certified to EN-13277 (2014) - Ultra
Lightweight for comfort - Flexible for best
fit - Strong for safety - Breathable foam
inside - Dual density foam interior - Tough
Cordura nylon outside easy to clean.
Reduces risks in Karate without
hindering... (+ info)

Pack Kamikaze: Red and blue: Mitts, light
and comfortable - WKF style (RFEK
approved). New shape. Manufactured
according to the RFEK and WKF
specifications. RFEK approved. With
thumb protector. PLUS Shin- and foot
protectors combined - WKF style (RFEK
approved). Manufactured according to the
RFEK and WKF specifications. RFEK
(Spanish Karate Federation)... (+ info)

75,99 €
61,36 €

Ref.: 002122000

Ref.: 001864000
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Karate MITT KAMIKAZE - WKF style
(RFEK approved), blue Sizes XS S M L
XL

Karate MITT KAMIKAZE - WKF style
(RFEK approved), red, sizes XS S M L
XL

Kamikaze fist protector "WKF" style. Light
and comfortable. Red or blue. All sizes
available. Manufactured according to the
RFEK and WKF specifications. RFEK
approved.

Kamikaze fist protector "WKF" style. Light
and comfortable. Red or blue. All sizes
available. Manufactured according to the
RFEK and WKF specifications. RFEK
approved.

20,87 €

20,87 €

Ref.: 002151000

Ref.: 002152000

Pack KAMIKAZE mitt red and blue and
Shin and foot protector red and blue
(RFEK approved)

WKF Approved Shureido Female
BodyGuard Ultra Lightweight protector
for Karate, Sizes S M L

Pack Kamikaze: Red and blue: Mitts, light
and comfortable - WKF style (RFEK
approved). New shape. Manufactured
according to the RFEK and WKF
specifications. RFEK approved. PLUS
Shin- and foot protectors combined - WKF
style (RFEK approved). Manufactured
according to the RFEK and WKF
specifications. RFEK (Spanish Karate
Federation)... (+ info)

WKF
Approved
Shureido
Female
BodyGuard Ultra Lightweight protector for
Karate, for all categories Cadet, Junior,
-21 and Senior. The world’s first Women’s
Karate Body Protector! Since mandatory
use of Karate Body Protectors was
introduced for men and women in 2011,
Women have had to wear a double layer
of protection over the chest/ breasts. This
is not optimal for... (+ info)

75,99 €

60,12 €

Ref.: 002154000

Ref.: 002227000

Karate MITT TOKAIDO, WKF Approved

Female Groin guard TOKAIDO, WKF
Approved. Sizes S M L

Karate MITT TOKAIDO, approved by
WKF (World Karate Federation) WKF
Approved. Red or blue.

Female Groin guard TOKAIDO, WKF
Approved.

22,27 €

16,49 €

Ref.: 002248000

Ref.: 002249000
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Name embroidery on Kamikaze
garment in Japanese katakana or in
Latin letters

Special services,
Embroideries, etc.

Name embroidery on your new Kamikaze
garment in Japanese katakana or in Latin
(English) letters. Original Kamikaze
factory embroidery. When ordered for a
karategi jacket, the collar will be
embroidered first and only then after sewn
together so that the embroidery won't be
visible from the backside. Please, first of
all choose the cloth you want us to
embroider. When you will click on the...
(+ info)

15,62 €
Ref.: 000609000

Name
embroidery
on
Shureido
garment in Japanese katakana or in
Latin letters
Name embroidery on your new Shureido
garment (karategi-jacket or -trouser) in
Japanese katakana or in Latin (English)
letters.
Original
Shureido
factory
embroidery. When ordered for a karategi
jacket, the collar will be embroidered first
and only then after sewn together so that
the embroidery won't be visible from the
backside. Please, first of all choose the
cloth you want us to embroider. When
you... (+ info)

Style badge embroidery JKA
Embroidery of the Japan Karate
Association (JKA) badge. Please, first of
all choose the cloth you want us to
embroider. When you will click on the
shopping trolley, you will be able to see
the different embroidery options we can
offer you for the cloth you chose.

13,18 €
Ref.: 000632000

23,10 €
Ref.: 000612000

Style badge embroidery Shotokan
Shotokan-badge embroidery. Below the
logo are the three kanji characters for
SHOTOKAN. Please, first of all choose
the cloth you want us to embroider. When
you will click on the shopping trolley, you
will be able to see the different
embroidery options we can offer you for
the cloth you chose.

13,18 €

Style badge embroidery Shotokan Ryu
Kase Ha SRKH
Embroidery of the badge of the Kase Ha
Shotokan Ryu Karate-Do Academy, KSKAcademy (former WKSA-World Karate
Shotokan Academy), master Kase.
Please, first of all choose the cloth you
want us to embroider. When you will click
on the shopping trolley, you will be able to
see the different embroidery options we
can offer you for the cloth you chose.

Ref.: 000635000

13,18 €
Ref.: 000638000

Style badge embroidery Wado Kai
Embroidery of the Wado ryu (wado kai)
badge. Please, first of all choose the cloth
you want us to embroider. When you will
click on the shopping trolley, you will be
able to see the different embroidery
options we can offer you for the cloth you
chose.

Style badge embroidery Goju Ryu
(Higaonna)
Embroidery of the Okinawa Goju Ryu
badge (Sensei Higaonna). Please, first of
all choose the cloth you want us to
embroider. When you will click on the
shopping trolley, you will be able to see
the different embroidery options we can
offer you for the cloth you chose.

13,18 €
Ref.: 000641000

13,18 €
Ref.: 000644000
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Style badge embroidery Kyokushinkai
Kyokushinkai-badge embroidery on a
Kamikaze karategi. Please, first of all
choose the cloth you want us to
embroider. When you will click on the
shopping trolley, you will be able to see
the different embroidery options we can
offer you for the cloth you chose.

14,88 €

Style badge embroidery Shotokan
Karate International (SKI) SKI
Embroidery of the badge of the Kokusai
Shotokan Karate Do International (SKI),
master Kanazawa Please, first of all
choose the cloth you want us to
embroider. When you will click on the
shopping trolley, you will be able to see
the different embroidery options we can
offer you for the cloth you chose.

Ref.: 000715000

13,18 €
Ref.: 000746000

Filling for KAMIKAZE punching bag
size 90 x 30 cm (Attention: Additional
freight charges!)

Filling for KAMIKAZE punching bag
size 110 x 40cm (Attention: Additional
freight charges!)

Filling for KAMIKAZE punching bags.
Shipping costs to be confirmed!

Filling for KAMIKAZE punching bags.
Shipping costs to be confirmed!

28,72 €

36,98 €

Ref.: 000785000

Ref.: 000786000

Style badge embroidery Shotokan tigre
JKA

Style badge embroidery Kyokushinkai

Embroidery of the Japan Karate
Association (JKA) badge with tigre inside
the circle. Please, first of all choose the
cloth you want us to embroider. When you
will click on the shopping trolley, you will
be able to see the different embroidery
options we can offer you for the cloth you
chose.

Kyokushinkai-badge embroidery on a
Kamikaze tracksuit (overgi).

14,88 €
Ref.: 001191000

13,18 €
Ref.: 000794000

Official label "WKF APPROVED" on
your new custom-made Shureido-New
Wave karategi
Option: Official certification with labels
"WKF APPROVED" on jacket and pants
of your new custom-made New Wave
Shureido Gi.

7,64 €
Ref.: 001284000

Surcharge
EXPRESS
embroidery
(stitching through the belt)
Surcharge
EXPRESS
embroidery
(stitchings go through the belt). Please
select this option only if you cannot wait
the average time of 3 months for your new
belt to arrive embroidered directly from
Kamikaze's or Shureido's factory. We will
then do our best to embroider your belt as
quick as possible - embroidery" option,
weusually it doesn't take more than
approx. 18 days. Note: Contrary to the
belts being embroidered... (+ info)

11,16 €
Ref.: 001509000
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Style badge embroidery JKA New
NEW Embroidery of the Japan Karate
Association (JKA) badge since 2012.
Size: Circle diameter approx: 6.7 cm (2.6
inches). Overall size approx: width = 9.2
cm (3.6 inches), height = 10 cm (3.9
inches) Please, first of all choose the cloth
you want us to embroider. When you will
click on the shopping trolley, you will be
able to see the different embroidery
options we can offer you for the cloth you
chose.

EXPRESS
Name
embroidery
in
Japanese or in Latin letters (stitching
through lapel)
EXPRESS Name embroidery in Japanese
or in Latin letters Please select this option
if you cannot wait the average time of 3
months for your new uniform to arrive
embroidered directly from factory. We will
then do our best to embroider your
karategi as quick as possible - usually it
doesn't take more than approx. 18 days.
Note: When you ask us for an
embroidered karategi,... (+ info)

13,18 €
Ref.: 001618000

15,62 €
Ref.: 001655000

Embroidery of name or initials in latin
letters on fist protections
Embroidery of your name or initials in latin
letters, black color and cursive on the
elastic of both fist protections (maximum
of 10 letters). Very useful to recognise
your protections in the gym or during
championships. Please first choose the
fist protections model you want, then you
would just have to click on the trolley and
add the embroidery option with all the
details in "comments".

Embroidery of your name, Dojo or
school in Latin or Japanese letters on
Kobudo weapon case
Embroidery of your name or dojo name or
school (ryu-ha) name in Latin or Japanese
letters on Kobudo weapon cases. Please
first choose the weapon or weapon case,
then click on the trolley and add the
embroidery option indicating all details in
the "comments" field.

13,18 €
Ref.: 001690000

15,62 €
Ref.: 001689000

Embroidery of name or initials in latin
letters on shin guard protections

Embroidery of name or initials in latin
letters on wash bag

Embroidery of your name or initials in latin
letters, black color and cursive on the
elastic of both shin guard protections
(maximum of 10 letters). Very useful to
recognise your protections in the gym or
during championships. Please first choose
the shin guard protections model you
want, then you would just have to click on
the trolley and add the embroidery option
with all the details in "comments".

Embroidery of your name or initials in
latin, cursive (script) letters on your new
Kamikaze wash bag (maximum of 12
letters). Please first choose the wash bag
model you want, then you would just have
to click on the trolley and add the
embroidery option with all the details in
"comments".

8,06 €
Ref.: 002054000

15,62 €
Ref.: 001691000

Name embroidery on Kamikaze bag in
Japanese katakana or in Latin letters

Embroidery of name or initials in latin
letters on Gym Bag

Name embroidery on Kamikaze bag in
Japanese katakana or in Latin letters.
Please first choose the bag model and
color you want, then you would just have
to click on the trolley and add the
embroidery option with all the details in
"comments".

Embroidery of your name or initials in
latin, cursive (script) letters on your new
Gym Bag Kamikaze New Life (maximum
of 12 letters). Please first choose the bag
model you want, then you would just have
to click on the trolley and add the
embroidery option with all the details in
"comments".

15,62 €
Ref.: 002086000

8,06 €
Ref.: 002162000
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SHUREIDO WEAPON CASE for sai,
tonfa,
kama,
kama
edge,
bo,
sansetsukon
SHUREIDO WEAPON
modells available

Kobudo - Okinawa

CASES,

all

19,79 €
Ref.: 000294000

SHUREIDO
nunchaku

WEAPON

SHUREIDO WEAPON
modells available

CASE

for

BOKKEN oak, red-brown colour,
varnished, with tsuba 101,5 cm / 40

CASES,

all

BOKKEN / BOKUTO oak, red-brown
colour, varnished, with tsuba, length
101,60 cm = 40", weight: Approx. 570
gramms (between 530 and 590 gramms).

14,26 €
Ref.: 000297000

26,03 €
Ref.: 000792000

BO hand-made in Canada tapered Ø
2,7 cm / 2,2 cm, white ash 153 cm / 5
feet 183 cm / 6 feet

TONFA hand-made in Canada, white
ash, round or square, pair S-18

BO tapered Ø 2,7 cm / 2,2 cm, made of
white ash. Available in three different
lengths: 5 feet (153 cm), 6 feet (183 cm)
or 6 feet 5 inches (196 cm). The weight of
wooden weapons made of white ash is
approx. 30% less than the ones made of
red oak. The weight of the 6 feet (183cm)
Bo is approx. 23 oz. (650g). Hand-made
by the Mennonite Community (well know
for there quality of craftsmanship).... (+
info)

TONFA / TUIFA hand-made in Canada,
white ash, round or square (Okinawan
style), pair. The available sizes are:
Overall length: S-18" (46 cm) M-20" (51
cm) L-22" (56 cm). The weight of wooden
weapons made of white ash is approx.
30% less than the ones made of red oak.
Hand-made by the Mennonite Community
(well know for there quality of
craftsmanship). Walnut Stained-special
formula to prevent sticking. With Menugi...
(+ info)

39,88 €

54,50 €

Ref.: 001390000

Ref.: 001391000

OAR (EKU) hand-made in Canada,
white ash 5' 6

BO hand-made in Canada STRAIGHT,
Ø approx. 1 183 cm / 6 feet

OAR (EKU) hand-made in Canada,
Okinawan style, white ash. 5' 6" / approx.
168 cm. The weight of wooden weapons
made of white ash is approx. 30% less
than the ones made of red oak. Handmade by the Mennonite Community (well
know for there quality of craftsmanship).
The oar is varathaned and the handle is
just stained so that it slides nicely through
the hands yet it looks great on the oar
portion.

BO STRAIGHT, Ø approx. 1" (=2.5 cm),
made of white ash. Available in 6 foot
(183 cm) or 6 foot 5 inches (196 cm)
length. The weight of wooden weapons
made of white ash is approx. 30% less
than the ones made of red oak. Handmade by the Mennonite Community (well
know for there quality of craftsmanship).
Fighting Bo Staff, walnut stained-special
formula to prevent... (+ info)

39,88 €
113,02 €

Ref.: 001953000

Ref.: 001452000
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BO hand-made in Canada tapered Ø
2,7 cm / 2,2 cm, white ash 196 cm (6
feet 5 inches)
BO tapered Ø 2,7 cm / 2,2 cm, made of
white ash. Available in three different
lengths: 5 foot (153 cm), 6 foot (183 cm)
or 6 foot 5 inches (196 cm). The weight of
wooden weapons made of white ash is
approx. 30% less than the ones made of
red oak. Hand-made by the Mennonite
Community (well know for there quality of
craftsmanship). Fighting Bo Staff, tapered
from approx. 1” to 7/8”, walnut... (+ info)

BO hand-made in Canada STRAIGHT,
Ø approx. 1 6 feet 5 inches (196 cm)
BO STRAIGHT, Ø approx. 1" (=2.5 cm),
made of white ash. Available in 6 foot
(183 cm) or 6 foot 5 inches (196 cm)
length. The weight of wooden weapons
made of white ash is approx. 30% less
than the ones made of red oak. Handmade by the Mennonite Community (well
know for there quality of craftsmanship).
Fighting Bo Staff, walnut stained-special
formula to prevent... (+ info)

52,02 €
52,02 €

Ref.: 002001000

Ref.: 002000000

BO KAMIKAZE 3 cm / 2,3 cm, beech
wood, hand made 153 cm / 5 feet 163
cm / 5 feet 4 inches
BO tapered KAMIKAZE, beech wood, Ø 3
cm / 2,3 cm. The weight of wooden
weapons made of beech wood is approx.
10 to 15% less than the ones made of red
oak. Hand made caring all details:
Rounded ends to prevent chipping,
sanded by hand. Flax oil ointment.
Available lengths: 153 cm / 5 feet or 163
cm / 5 feet 4 inches.

Nunchaku KAMIKAZE beech wood,
octagonal with rope, hand made 35 cm
Nunchaku KAMIKAZE beech wood,
octagonal with triple rope, hand made.
Size: 35 cm. The weight of training toools
made of beech wood is approx. 10 to 15%
less than the ones made of red oak. Hand
made caring all details: Sanded by hand.
Flax oil ointment.

67,36 €
Ref.: 002020000

48,68 €
Ref.: 002016000

TONFA KAMIKAZE hand made beech
wood, round, pair S (44 cm) M (49 cm)
L (54 cm)
TONFA / TUIFA KAMIKAZE hand made
beech wood, round Ø 3cm, pair. The
weight of training toools made of beech
wood is approx. 10 to 15% less than the
ones made of red oak. Hand made caring
all details: Sanded by hand. Flax oil
ointment. Available sizes: S, M or L. The
overall length are: S (44 cm) M (49 cm) L
(54 cm). Handle sizes: S (7cm) M (8,5cm)
L (9,5cm).

KAMIKAZE weapon case for SAI
KAMIKAZE weapon case for SAI. Shape
specially adapted to fit a pair of Sai.
Reinforced tip. Made of real black
karategui canvas, 100% heavy weight
cotton. Fits all sizes. With special
Kamikaze-KOBUDO label.

15,17 €
Ref.: 002028000

74,17 €
Ref.: 002021000

KAMIKAZE weapon case for TONFA
KAMIKAZE weapon case for TONFA.
Shape specially adapted to fit a pair of
Tonfa / Tuifa. With zipper. Made of real
black karategui canvas, 100% heavy
weight cotton. Fits all sizes. With special
Kamikaze-KOBUDO label.

KAMIKAZE
NUNCHAKU

weapon

case

for

KAMIKAZE
weapon
case
for
NUNCHAKU. Shape specially adapted to
fit Nunchaku. Made of real black karategui
canvas, 100% heavy weight cotton. Fits
all sizes. With special KamikazeKOBUDO label.

15,17 €
Ref.: 002029000

9,62 €
Ref.: 002030000
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KAMIKAZE weapon case for BO
KAMIKAZE weapon case for BO. Made of
real black karategui canvas, 100% heavy
weight cotton. Fits all Bo sizes. With
special Kamikaze-KOBUDO label.

KAMIKAZE weapon case for OAR
(EKU)
KAMIKAZE weapon case for OAR. Made
of real black karategui canvas, 100%
heavy weight cotton. Fits all OAR sizes.
With special Kamikaze-KOBUDO label.

15,17 €
Ref.: 002037000

15,17 €
Ref.: 002038000

NUNTI BO KAMIKAZE, natural Sai, Bo
hand made beech wood, fusiform Bo
170 cm / 5 feet 7 inches + Nunti 40 cm /
15¾ inches
NUNTI BO KAMIKAZE. The Nunti is
made of iron. The Bo is fusiform of beech
wood of first quality treated especially with
linseed oil. The length of the Bo is approx.
170 cm (5 feet 7 inches) + the length of
the Nunti of approx. 40 cm (15¾ inches).
The total weight is approx. 1300 grams.

141,12 €
Ref.: 002114000

BO
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO tapered, hand made, oak 183
cm (6 feet) 196 cm (6 feet 5 inches)
BO
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak, tapered Ø approx. 29-32
mm in the middle / 19-22 mm towards the
ends, different lengths. Made by hand in
Europe.
Impregnated
with
wood
preservative and insecticide varnish that
does not leave a film on the wood. As a
result, the wood is free to move without
cracks and does not stick in the hands
and has a touch of velvet. The approx....
(+ info)

72,27 € 85,54 €
Ref.: 002172000

SAI
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO stainless steel, octagonal,
blue string grip, pair M=47cm L=52cm

KAMA KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak with stainless steel
edges, pair M (36 cm = 14¼

SAI PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, solid
STAINLESS STEEL (no. 304), octagonal,
BLUE string grip, pair. Different sizes.
Handmade in Europe with long turning
(not cast). Stainless steel (inox) is valued
for its anticorrosive properties and its high
resistance to rust. The stainless steel Sais
stays unaltered for many years. As there
is no coating, we don't see any effect like
chipping, flaking or peeling. The most...
(+ info)

KAMA KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak with stainless steel edges,
pair, Sizes: M (36 cm = 14¼") or L (41 cm
= 16¼"). Width 18,3 cm. Handmade kama
made of oak wood, processed with
impregnation wood preservative and
insecticide varnish, that doesn't not leave
a film onto the wood. As a result, the
wood is free for moving without cracks
and pealing and it doesn't stick on the...
(+ info)

185,91 €

95,00 €

Ref.: 002176000

Ref.: 002177000

SAI
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO,
solid
wrought
iron,
octagonal, string grip, pair S=42cm
M=47cm L=52cm

Nunchaku KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak, round with triple rope,
hand made 33 cm

SAI PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, solid
wrought iron, octagonal, black, red or blue
string grip or wooden grip, pair. Different
sizes. Handmade in Europe with long
lathe turning (not casted iron), treated with
Black oxide coating. Black oxide coating
is a procedure used to provide corrosion
resistance to iron parts and it is treated
with oil afterwards to maximize
corrosion... (+ info)

Nunchaku KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, round with triple rope, hand
made made of oak hard wood. Processed
with impregnation wood preservative and
insecticide varnish, that doesn't leave a
film onto the wood. As a result, the wood
is free for moving without cracks and
pealing and it doesn't stick on the hands
and has a velvet touch. Length 33 cm (1
feet 1 inch).

42,36 €
144,01 €

Ref.: 002180000

Ref.: 002179000
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OAR
(EKU)
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO,
handmade, oak hard wood aprox. 5' 4

SANSETSUKON
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, with triple
cord, hand-made, oak hard wood

OAR
(EKU,
EIKU)
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, hand-made,
oak hard wood. 163 cm / approx. 5' 4".
Processed with impregnation wood
preservative and insecticide varnish, that
doesn't not leave a film onto the wood. As
a result, the wood is free for moving
without cracks and pealing and it doesn't
stick on the hands and has a velvet touch.
Dimensions: Width 8,6 cm. Length 163...
(+ info)

SANSETSUKON
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, with triple
cord, hand-made, oak hard wood.
Processed with impregnation wood
preservative and insecticide varnish, that
doesn't not leave a film onto the wood. As
a result, the wood is free for moving
without cracks and pealing and it doesn't
stick on the hands and has a velvet touch.
Dimensions approx.: 3 x 63,5 cm. Total...
(+ info)

159,09 €

109,09 €

Ref.: 002181000

Ref.: 002182000

SANSETSUKON
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, with metal
chain, hand-made, oak hard wood

ROCHIN KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, stainless steel and oak
handle

SANSETSUKON
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO, with metal
chaines, hand-made, oak hard wood.
Processed with impregnation wood
preservative and insecticide varnish, that
doesn't not leave a film onto the wood. As
a result, the wood is free for moving
without cracks and pealing and it doesn't
stick on the hands and has a velvet touch.
Dimensions approx.: 3 x 64,5 cm. Total...
(+ info)

ROCHIN KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, stainless steel and oak handle.
Hand made Rochin of oak hard wood,
processed with impregnation wood
preservative and insecticide varnish, that
doesn't not leave a film onto the wood. As
a result, the wood is free for moving
without cracks and pealing and it doesn't
stick on the hands and has a velvet touch.
Rochin blade is made of stainless steel...
(+ info)

134,09 €

93,35 €

Ref.: 002183000

Ref.: 002184000

TINBE KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, hammered forged bronze,
one handle in the middle 45 cm

KAMIKAZE weapon case for a pair of
KAMA

TINBE KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, hammered forged bronze, one
handle in the middle. TINBE (Shield) is
made of natural bronze which is a hard
metal to resist hits with no paint or other
coating to avoid chipping, flaking or
cracking by hits. It's hammered forged
and comes with one central handle in the
middle. Diameter: approx. 45 cm.

KAMIKAZE weapon case for KAMA.
Shape specially adapted to fit a pair of
Kama. With zipper. Made of real black
karategui canvas, 100% heavy weight
cotton. Fits all sizes. With special
Kamikaze-KOBUDO label.

15,17 €
Ref.: 002189000

153,72 €
Ref.: 002185000
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KAMIKAZE pair of weapon cases for
KAMA edges (blades)

KAMIKAZE
weapon
SANSETSUKON

case

for

KAMIKAZE protective cases for KAMAblades. Pair. 100% natural, black leather
with velcro closure. Shape specially
adapted to fit 2 metallic Kama-blades.
With special Kamikaze-KOBUDO label.

KAMIKAZE
weapon
case
for
SANSETSUKON. Made of real black
karategui canvas, 100% heavy weight
cotton. With special Kamikaze-KOBUDO
label.

15,17 €

15,17 €

Ref.: 002190000

Ref.: 002194000
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TONFA KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO hand made, oak, square, pair
S (425x135 mm) M (490x145 mm) L
(540x155 mm)

TONFA KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO hand made, oak, round, pair
S (425x135 mm) M (490x145 mm) L
(540x155 mm)

TONFA
/
TUIFA
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO hand made,
oak, square, pair. Made by hand in
Europe.
Impregnated
with
wood
preservative and insecticide varnish that
does not leave a film on the wood. As a
result, the wood is free to move without
cracks and does not stick in the hands
and has a touch of velvet. Available
sizes:... (+ info)

TONFA
/
TUIFA
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO hand made,
oak, round, pair. Made by hand in Europe.
Rubbed with fine sandpaper (1000 grain)
and impregnated with wood preservative
and insecticide varnish that does not
leave a film on the wood. As a result, the
wood is free to move without cracks and
does not stick in the hands and has a...
(+ info)

81,32 €

77,27 €

Ref.: 002202000

Ref.: 002214000

KAMA KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, beech wood, pair L (41 cm =
16¼

NUNTI BO KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak, hand made with
stainless steel Manji Sai Bo approx.
170 cm / 5 feet 7 inches + Manji Sai
approx. 40 cm / 15¾ inches

KAMA KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, made of beech wood, pair,
Size: L (41 cm = 16¼"). Handmade kama
made of beech wood, processed with
impregnation wood preservative and
insecticide varnish, that doesn't not leave
a film onto the wood. As a result, the
wood is free for moving without cracks
and pealing and it doesn't stick on the
hands and has a velvet touch. Not... (+
info)

NUNTI BO KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak with stainless steel Manji
Sai. Made by hand in Europe. The Bo has
been impregnated with wood preservative
and insecticide varnish that does not
leave a film on the wood. As a result, the
wood is free to move without cracks and
does not stick in the hands and has a...
(+ info)

71,49 €

219,34 €

Ref.: 002223000

Ref.: 002229000

Nunchaku KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO oak, octagonal, triple rope,
hand made 35 cm

BOKKEN / BOKUTO Daito, Hokkaido
oak with tsuba, imported from Japan
101,5 cm / 40 inch

Nunchaku KAMIKAZE PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO oak, octagonal, with triple rope,
hand made. Size: 35 cm. Processed with
impregnation wood preservative and
insecticide varnish, that doesn't leave a
film onto the wood. As a result, the wood
is free for moving without cracks and
pealing and it doesn't stick on the hands
and has a velvet touch.

BOKKEN / BOKUTO Daito, Hokkaido oak
with tsuba, imported from Japan. 101,5
cm (40 inch). Approx. 500g Grown and
made in Hokkaido, Japan. The wood used
to produce these wooden weapons is
planted, cultivated, and processed
completely in Hokkaido, Japan. Perfectly
suited for bokuto in terms of hardness,
weight, and durability. Japanese oak is
the best material for... (+ info)

73,51 €
Ref.: 002234000

40,45 €
Ref.: 002263000
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Tatami, special for Karate WKF
Approved, Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2
cm, RED-BLUE reversible TROCELLEN
2,0 kg

Tatamis

Tatami, Official for Karate - WKF
Approved, brand TROCELLEN, made in
Italy. Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2 cm, REDBLUE. Reversible. Low weight. Anti slip.
Impermeable. Antifungal. Antibacterial.
Hypoallergenic. M3 Class French Fire
Resistance Certification. 2 years warranty.
Approx. weight of each: 2,0 kg. Density:
100 kg / m3. Includes 1... (+ info)

33,68 €
Ref.: 001219000

Tatami ECONOMIC, Jigsaw Mat 100 x
100 x 2,2 cm, RED-BLUE reversible

Tatami BASIC, Jigsaw puzzle mat 100 x
100 x 2 cm, RED-BLUE reversible

Tatami ECONOMIC, Jigsaw Mat 100 x
100 x 2,2 cm, RED-BLUE. Reversible.
Low weight. Anti slip. 2 years warranty.
Weight each: approx. 1550 grs. Density:
70 kg / m3. Includes 1 border strip (1m)
with each mat. Corner pieces not
included. Note: Sold in boxes of 9 units =
9 m2 per box! Shipping costs to be
confirmed!

Tatami BASIC, Jigsaw puzzle Mat 100 x
100 x 2 cm, RED-BLUE. Reversible.
Made of EVA (High Density Ethylene
Vinyl Acetate). Certification EN7-3:2013.
Low weight: approx. 1500 grs. each mat.
Free of carcinogenic substances and
heavy metals. Noise and cold insulation.
Waterproof. Quick and easy to install. Low
maintenance cost. Served with all edges
to achieve a straight finish. Density: 80 kg
/ m3. Note: Sold in packs of 10 units! =
10... (+ info)

26,61 €
Ref.: 001667000

14,01 €
Ref.: 002221000

Tatami START, Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x
2 cm, GREY-BLACK reversible
Tatami START, Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2
cm, GREY-BLACK. Reversible. Entry
level solution for the world of martial arts
to train safely. Made of single-density
cross-linked polyethylene foam, the
START model is extremely versatile, easy
to install and handle, and offers constant
performance for diversified workouts. Low
weight. Anti slip. Weight each: approx.
1400 grs. Density: 70 kg / m3. Includes 1
border strip (1m) with each mat. Corner...
(+ info)
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Tatami, special for Karate WKF
Approved, Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2
cm, RED-BLUE reversible TATAMIX 2,0
- 2,1 kg
Tatami, Official for Karate - WKF
Approved, brand TATAMIX, made in Italy.
Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2 cm, REDBLUE. Reversible. Washable. Made in
crosslinked polyethylene foam with
technical features designed to meet the
requests of the World Karate Federation
(WKF). Elasticity, lift and excellent grip
give to the product the appropriate... (+
info)

23,35 €

27,69 €

Ref.: 002226000

Ref.: 002236000

Tatami, special for Karate, Jigsaw Mat
100 x 100 x 2 cm, RED-BLUE reversible
TATAMIX 1,6 - 1,7 kg

Tatami BEGINNER, entry level, Jigsaw
Mat 100 x 100 x 2 cm, RED-BLUE
reversible TATAMIX 1,6 - 1,7 kg

Tatami for Karate, brand TATAMIX, made
in Italy. Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2 cm,
RED-BLUE. Reversible. Washable. Made
of closed cell polyethylene foam. The
layers are hot-coupled and are cut by
water jet. The tooth width of 6 cm
guarantees the perfect seal between the
modules. Suitable for Karate and other
martial arts and activities. Frames for
area's perimenter included. Approx.... (+
info)

Tatami BEGINNER, brand TATAMIX,
imported. Jigsaw Mat 100 x 100 x 2 cm,
RED-BLUE. Reversible. Washable. Made
of expanded EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate),
hot stamping. First entry level product for
non-professional use. Cut in order to
make the joining modules reversible. The
surface is non-slip. Frames for area's
perimenter included. Approx. weight of
each: 1,7 kg. Density: 80 kg / m3.
Notes:... (+ info)

23,55 €

18,80 €

Ref.: 002237000

Ref.: 002241000
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SHUREIDO Makiwara cover (Inchudes
Leather, waterproof)

Strengthening
accessories

SHUREIDO MAKIWARA complete SET:
includes Iron base for floor fixing,
beechwood makiwara and leather cover.
Also available Makiwara WOOD only or
Makiwara LEATHER COVER only

32,11 €
Ref.: 000306000

KAMIKAZE punching bag, blue canvas,
90 x 30 cm, chains included, not filled

KAMIKAZE punching bag, red PVC,
110 x 40 cm, chains included, not filled

KAMIKAZE punching bags chains
included, not filled: Blue canvas, 90 x 30
cm or Red PVC 110 x 40 cm.

KAMIKAZE punching bags chains
included, not filled: Blue canvas, 90 x 30
cm or Red PVC 110 x 40 cm.

29,30 €

37,56 €

Ref.: 000736000

Ref.: 000737000

Pair of 2 Wrist/Ankle band weighted
Arquer HOME FITNESS 2x 0,5 kg ref.
49580

Pack 3 elastic
Advanced

Pair of 2 Wrist/Ankle band weighted
Arquer HOME FITNESS 2x 0,5 kg. Good
for training of te-waza (hand techniques)
and keri-waza (kicking techniques).

14,01 €
Ref.: 000815000

bands

Arkerband

Pack 3 elastic bands Arkerband
Advanced. Comes with 3 latex elastic
bands: Yellow (high resistance), green
(very high resistance) and black (for
experts), width 150 mm and length 1,5 m.
Perfect for strengthening exercises at
home or in the dojo. Will increase the
power of your movements, kicks and all
kind of arm techniques and bring a fresh
air in your Karate classes.

17,44 €
Ref.: 001153000
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Professional Rebreakable board, color
brown (high strength)

Professional Rebreakable board, color
black (very high strength)

High quality professional rebreakable
board, BROWN (high strength). Made in
USA. Lasts for thousands and thousands
of breaks. Less cost/break than wood.
Rounded edges = Less injuries. Breaks
consistently, it provides a more accurate
gauge of your progress. Weighs like
wood, but makes far more noise for
greater satisfaction. Saving trees:
Environmentally friendly because it's
made from recyclable nylon. BROWN:...
(+ info)

Professional high quality Rebreakable
board, BLACK (very high strength). Made
in USA. Lasts for thousands and
thousands of breaks. Less cost/break
than wood. Rounded edges = Less
injuries. Breaks consistently, it provides a
more accurate gauge of your progress.
Weighs like wood, but makes far more
noise for greater satisfaction. Saving
trees: Environmentally friendly because
it's made from recyclable nylon. BLACK:...
(+ info)

49,96 €

49,96 €

Ref.: 001172000

Ref.: 001173000
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Handles for the subjection of the
elastic bands
Handles for the subjection of the elastic
bands. They are made of an elastic semirigid band with foam rubber subjection,
really comfortable when using it
frequently. They contain instructions of
use: the band is held by 3 rings allowing it
to make a triple lace, assuring a total
subjection. It is recommended to leave a
piece of 25 cm, in both the band and the
tubing (with a knot at the end). Have a
look at our Arkerband book to see the...
(+ info)

Arkerband exercises book, Spanish
ArkerBand exercise book (available in
Spanish only!) allows you to carry out
several exercises and routines according
to your start point (Progressive Fitness
concept): average or high resistance
bands for sportsmen. There are exercises
grouped according to the several parts of
the body to be strengthened: shoulders,
back, legs, pectoral muscles, abdominal
muscles and arms. In pairs and
individually. It contains a notebook for...
(+ info)

4,71 €
5,70 €

Ref.: 001334000

Ref.: 001333000

Kamikaze
rectangular
curved
professional striking pad, genuine
leather 54 x 39 x 13 cm (21
Kamikaze rectangular curved professional
striking pad, genuine leather. Approx. 54 x
39 x 13 cm (21" x 15" x 5"). Built to take
abuse, this pad has a tough resistant
shell, strong seams, high-density core,
and three heavy-duty grip handles. 100%
leather. Strong and light.

71,82 €
Ref.: 001453000

Pair of traditional Kamikae ISHI-SASHI
for Hojo-Undo, hand-made from
concrete 3-4 kg (6.6-8.8 pounds)
4,25-4,75 kg (9-10.5 pounds)
Pair of traditional Kamikaze ISHI-SASHI
for Hojo-Undo, hand-made from concrete.
The Ishi-Sashi are a traditional training
tool in shape of padlocks, important
elements in the Hojo Undo practiced in
Okinawan Karate dojos. Two weights
available: Heavy = approx. 4,25 to 4,75 kg
(9 - 10.5 pounds) each piece or Medium =
approx. 3 to 4 kg (6.6 - 8.8 pounds)
each... (+ info)

67,69 €
Ref.: 001481000

Traditional CHISHI for Hojo-Undo, handmade from concrete 4,5 - 5 kg (approx.
10.5 pounds)
Traditional CHISHI for Hojo-Undo, handmade from concrete. The Chishi is a
traditional training tool, fundamental
element in the Hojo Undo practiced in
Okinawan Karate dojos. Approx. weight: 4
- 5 kg (10.5 pounds). Shipping costs to be
confirmed!

RAFFIA roll to hit Makiwara
RAFFIA roll to hit Makiwara, height 40 cm,
thickness (diameter): 8 cm. Made of raffia
(bast, phloem)

21,03 €
Ref.: 001620000

43,35 €
Ref.: 001581000

Pair of traditional Kamikaze NIGIRI
GAME for Hojo-Undo, hand-made from
clay

KAMIKAZE MAKIWARA complete set:
Base for floor fixing, pinewood
makiwara and striking pad

Pair of traditional Kamikaze NIGIRI GAME
for Hojo-Undo, hand-made from clay. The
Nigiri Game ("gripping pots") are a
traditional
training
tool,
important
elements in the Hojo Undo practiced in
Okinawan Karate dojos. Nigiri-game
training strengthen your entire body,
specially your grip, fingers, wrists, and
forearms. They also train the biceps and
triceps muscles. The shoulders and
back... (+ info)

KAMIKAZE MAKIWARA complete SET:
includes Iron base (with black protective
painting) for FLOOR fixing, special pine
wood makiwara (melis pine / mobila),
striking pad and all dowels and screws
needed. Height 130 cm. (Instructions:
Requieres 4 holes in a strong floor,
diameter 12mm, depth 9 cm).

196,57 €
Ref.: 002024000

113,64 €
Ref.: 001865000

www.kamikaze.com
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KONGOKEN KAMIKAZE
massive iron tube (28kg)

traditional,

KAMIKAZE Makiwara cover, padded
artificial leather, black 22 cm x 9 cm

KONGOKEN KAMIKAZE traditional for
Hojo-Undo, hand-made of massive iron
tube, black protective painting. 165 cm x
40 cm, tube Ø35mm, weight approx.
27-29 kg. Shipping costs to be confirmed!

KAMIKAZE Makiwara cover, padded
artificial leather, black, approx. 22 cm x 9
cm. The padding is approx. 1 cm thick.

44,34 €
Ref.: 002026000

282,52 €
Ref.: 002025000

KAMIKAZE MAKIWARA incl. Iron base,
special pinewood makiwara including
striking pad
KAMIKAZE MAKIWARA complete SET:
includes Iron base (with black protective
painting) for WALL and/or floor fixing,
special pine wood makiwara (melis pine /
mobila), striking pad and all dowels and
screws needed. Height 130 cm.
(Instructions: Requieres 4 holes, diameter
12mm).

KAMIKAZE Makiwara WOOD (130 x 9
cm) only (melis pine / mobila)
KAMIKAZE Makiwara WOOD (130 x 9
cm) striking post only (melis pine /
mobila). Thickness at base approx. 4 cm,
top approx. 1,2 cm.

77,64 €
Ref.: 002042000

209,30 €
Ref.: 002027000

KAMIKAZE
MAKIWARA
PROFESSIONAL complete for floor
fixing, hard wood and striking pad

KAMIKAZE
MAKIWARA
PROFESSIONAL complete for wall
fixing, hard wood and striking pad

MAKIWARA
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO. Complete
set for fixing on the GROUND. Includes
metallic iron base painted with black
protective paint, especially flexible
hardwood makiwara post, black leather
cushion and all necessary metal screws
and dowels. Hand made of processed
wood with impregnation of wood
preservative and insecticide varnish,... (+
info)

MAKIWARA
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL KOBUDO. Complete
set for fixing on the WALL. Includes
metallic iron base painted with black
protective paint, especially flexible
hardwood makiwara post, black leather
cushion and all necessary metal screws
and dowels. Hand made of processed
wood with impregnation of wood
preservative and insecticide varnish,... (+
info)

194,59 €

188,84 €

Ref.: 002186000

Ref.: 002187000

PROFESSIONAL XPERIENCE punching
bag, black vinyl, 100x35 cm, chains
included, filled

Makiwara punching pad KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL, leather, black 15,5
cm x 10,5 x 4,5 cm

PROFESSIONAL XPERIENCE punching
bag, black vinyl, 100 x 35 cm, chains
included, filled. Top model made of
particularly tear-resistant heavy vinyl with
nylon mesh reinforcement. The material is
sewn and screwed several times! Fixed,
4-beam chrome-plated steel chain with
secured swivel and carabiner. Red print
"PX PROFESSIONAL XPERIENCE".
Diameter approx. 35 cm. Length approx....
(+ info)

Makiwara punching pad KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL, leather, black, approx.
15,5 cm x 10,5 cm. The padding is
approx. 4,5 cm thick. Note: This Makiwara
cover can be positioned at any desired
height and works good for wooden posts
width between 9 cm and 10 cm.

49,55 €
Ref.: 002230000

111,16 €
Ref.: 002205000

www.kamikaze.com
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Pair
of
striking
pads
PX
PROFESSIONAL XPERIENCE, curved,
red-black-white, genuine leather 23 cm
x 18 cm

www.kamikaze.com

Rebreakable board, different strength
available

Pair of striking pads PX PROFESSIONAL
XPERIENCE, curved, red-black-white,
genuine leather. Striking area approx. 23
cm x 18 cm. Strong, light and resistant.
Used in many martial arts and contact
sports to improve fist and elbow strikes.
For the targeted punch training. Pads are
sitting firmly by the hand, good control!
Very good shock absorption. Weight of...
(+ info)

Rebreakable boards KAMIKAZE-PX
(strengths/colors: yellow, orange, green
and red). Lasts for thousands of breaks.
Less cost/break than wood. Rounded
edges and foam rubber pad on striking
face to avoid injuries. Breaks consistently,
it provides a more accurate gauge of your
progress. YELLOW: (low strength).
Recommended for beginners with at least
1 year training practice. ORANGE:
(medium strength) Recommended for...
(+ info)

41,28 €

32,64 €

Ref.: 002238000

Ref.: 002242000
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Wristband compress fitting Arquer
SPORT PROTECTIONS ref. 421
Wristband compress fitting
SPORT PROTECTIONS

Sport protections
against injuries

www.kamikaze.com

Arquer

8,14 €
Ref.: 000817000

Knee wrap open patella Arquer SPORT
PROTECTIONS ref. 705

Reinforced patella knee wrap Arquer
SPORT PROTECTIONS ref. 769

Knee wrap open patella Arquer SPORT
PROTECTIONS

Reinforced patella knee wrap Arquer
SPORT PROTECTIONS

17,77 €

17,62 €

Ref.: 000818000

Ref.: 000819000

Infrapatelar strap
PROTECTIONS

Arquer

SPORT

Adjustable ankle band with straps
Arquer SPORT PROTECTIONS

Infrapatelar
strap
PROTECTIONS

Arquer

SPORT

Adjustable ankle band with straps Arquer
SPORT PROTECTIONS

12,36 €

23,10 €

Ref.: 000820000

Ref.: 000821000

Waist belt compress fitting Arquer
SPORT PROTECTIONS

Elbow
strap
PROTECTIONS

Arquer

SPORT

Waist belt compress fitting Arquer SPORT
PROTECTIONS

Elbow
strap
PROTECTIONS

Arquer

SPORT

24,79 €

10,12 €

Ref.: 000822000

Ref.: 000823000
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Embroidered style badge Wadoryu
(Wadokai)
Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Wadoryu/kai: Diameter: Approx.: 7,7
cm

Special offers /
Occasions

1,61 € 2,56 €
Ref.: 002009000

Embroidered style badge Kase Ha
Shotokan Ryu (WKSA / SRKHIA /
KSKA)

BO
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO tapered, hand made, oak 183
cm (6 feet) 196 cm (6 feet 5 inches)

Embroidered badge from your Karate
style: Shotokan Ryu Kase Ha "GI" (WKSASRKH-KSKA). Diameter approx. 7,3 cm

BO
KAMIKAZE
PROFESSIONAL
KOBUDO, oak, tapered Ø approx. 29-32
mm in the middle / 19-22 mm towards the
ends, different lengths. Made by hand in
Europe.
Impregnated
with
wood
preservative and insecticide varnish that
does not leave a film on the wood. As a
result, the wood is free to move without
cracks and does not stick in the hands
and has a touch of velvet. The approx....
(+ info)

1,61 € 2,56 €
Ref.: 002005000

72,27 € 85,54 €
Ref.: 002172000

Karategi Kamikaze - Made in Japan
NEW LIFE SENSEI Premium Quality,
Sizes 3/160 3½/165 4/170 4½/175 5/180
5½/185 6/190 6½/195
Karategi Kamikaze - Made in Japan NEW
LIFE SENSEI Premium Quality. 100%
cotton.

154,09 € 171,49 €
Ref.: 002255000

KAMIKAZE EXPRESS embroidery in
RED color on both shoulders
KAMIKAZE KARATEGI brand logo
embroidery in RED color on both
shoulders This embroidery is available on
all amikaze WKF Approved karategis for
Kata and for Kumite. Please, first of all
choose the uniform model. When you will
click on the shopping cart, you will be able
to select this embroidery. The use of
"WKF
Approved"
karategis
with
embroidered brands on the... (+ info)

20,25 € 24,75 €
Ref.: 002261000

KAMIKAZE EXPRESS embroidery in
BLUE color on both shoulders
KAMIKAZE KARATEGI brand logo
embroidery in BLUE color on both
shoulders This embroidery is available on
all amikaze WKF Approved karategis for
Kata and for Kumite. Please, first of all
choose the uniform model. When you will
click on the shopping cart, you will be able
to select this embroidery. The use of
"WKF
Approved"
karategis
with
embroidered brands on the... (+ info)

20,25 € 24,75 €

Kamikaze Karategui Española, S.L.
Calle Salvador Giner, 10.
46190 - Riba-roja de Túria
Valencia - Spain
Tel. (+34) 962740663
info@kamikazeweb.com
https://www.kamikazeweb.com

Ref.: 002262000
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